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ANNOTATION
This document contains a description of the technology for digital topographic maps creating and
updating with using the software of Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64»)
PARB.00046-06 and the software product Digital photogrammetric system PHOTOMOD (DPS
PHOTOMOD) PARB.00026-01.
Digital topographic maps (DTM) are one of the sections for state and municipal spatial data funds.
The data of digital topographic maps are intended for use in geoinformation systems.
Creation and updating of terrain maps is carried out on the basis of the Earth remote sensing data
(RS). Digital topographic maps (DTM) describe the terrain with detail and accuracy, which are selected
and based on the quality of the source materials and economic feasibility. The detail and accuracy of the
created maps should be no worse than determining the requirements for a basic scale for the specified
territory. If it is necessary, on the basis scale, it is created maps of derivatives with smaller scales using
the technology of automated generalization.
Digital topographic maps should contain the most accurate description of location for the real
terrain objects in the accepted state system of coordinates and their semantic characteristics (properties).
Properties of objects are described with using the unified classifiers (directories), which provide for
automated exchange and processing data of digital topographic maps.
The design elements of the paper topographic maps (design beyond the frame, grid lines of
coordinates, inscriptions of characteristics, topography lines, filling in conditional symbols etc.) are not
included in the digital maps. They are created in the automated technology of digital maps and plans
preparation for publication.
This document contains a description of the technology for creating and updating digital
topographic maps based on remote sensing data.
The technology is based on using the software DPS PHOTOMOD (developer company JSC
«RAKURS» – AO «RAKURS») and GIS Panorama (developer JSC Design Bureau «Panorama» –
Design Bureau «Panorama»).
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1 ASSIGNMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The technology of creation and updating the digital topographic maps (DTM) is intended for filling
spatial data of the infrastructure for spatial data using the software of Geoinformation system «Panorama»
(GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 (hereinafter – GIS Panorama) and the software product Digital
photogrammetric system PHOTOMOD (DPS PHOTOMOD) PARB.00026-01 (hereinafter –
PHOTOMOD) for state (federal, regional) and municipal level.
The spatial data infrastructure is a territorially distributed system for collecting, processing, storing
and providing spatial data to consumers.
The spatial data infrastructure provides the creation, updating of spatial data, access to spatial data,
contained in information systems of state authorities and local self-government bodies, and consists of the
following elements:
- coordinate reference systems and coordinate bases;
- state and municipal funds of spatial data.
The Federal fund and the regional spatial data funds may, in particular, consist of the following
sections:
- state topographic maps and plans;
- the register of administrative boundaries;
- the register of human settlements;
- state orthophoto-maps and orthopho-plans;
- the register of state geodetic networks.
When creating and updating digital topographic maps and plans, all sections of the spatial data
funds must be filled in and updated synchronously in automatic mode while maintaining the identification
of existing database objects.
Creation and updating of maps and plans is carried out on the basis of remote sensing data of the
Earth (RS). Digital topographic maps (DTM) describe the terrain with detail and accuracy, which are
selected based on the quality of the source materials and economic feasibility. The detail and accuracy of
the created maps and plans should be no worse than determining the requirements of a basic scale for a
specified territory. If it is necessary, maps and plans of derivatives for smaller scales using the technology
of automated generalization are created on the basis of scale.
Digital topographic maps should contain the most accurate description of the location for real
terrain objects in the accepted state system of coordinates and their semantic characteristics (properties).
Properties of objects are described with the use of unified classifiers (directories), which provide for
automated exchange and processing of DTM data.
Elements of processing paper topographic maps and plans (design beyond the frame, grid lines of
coordinates, inscriptions of characteristics, relief lines, filling in conditional signs, etc.) are not included
in the digital maps and plans; they are created in the automated technology of preparing digital maps and
plans for publication.
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2 COMPOSITION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
2.1

Technical support

2.1.1
Technical support of the photogrammetric works
Table 1 - Recommended composition of technical means for processing digital stereophotos and
building orthophotomaps
Parameter
Value
Processor type
Intel Core i7 and higher
Operating system
MS Windows 7, 8.1 (x64)
RAM
32 Gb and higher
Hard drive
4 Tb and higher
Video card
based on chip NVIDIA Quadro K200
Monitor
Mirror stereomonitor or high frequency monitors that support
nVidia 3D Vision Ready
Glasses
Polarized glasses
2.1.2
Technical support for digital maps creating and updating
Table 2 - Recommended composition of technical means for creating and updating DTM
Parameter
Value
Processor type
Intel Core i7 and higher
Operating system
MS Windows 7 (x64) and higher
RAM
16 GB and higher
Hard drive
1 TB and higher
Video card
for building 3D terrain models with parameters: support for OpenGL
version 1.4, number of universal conveyors (SPU) – 640, memory size –
2048 MB, memory bus – 128 bits, texture units (TMU) – 80, blocks of
rasterization (ROP) – 16, SPU speed is 1085 MHz, the core is 1020 MHz,
the memory is 5400 MHz
Screen size
at least 1920 at 1080 pixels
Network card
Ethernet network card with a performance of 1 Gbit/sec. and higher
USB-port
the presence of USB port available for the application
Table 3 - Technical support of the spatial data server
Parameter
Value
Processor type
Intel Core i7 and higher
Operating system
MS Windows 7 (x64) and higher
RAM
32 GB and higher
Hard drive
20 TB and higher
Network card
Ethernet network card with a performance of 1 Gbit/sec. and higher
2.2

Software

2.2.1
Digital photogrammetric system PHOTOMOD
DPS PHOTOMOD is designed to solve a full range of tasks from data collection for
phototriangulation and adjustment for the network of phototriangulation to the construction of relief
models and orthophotomaps. DPS PHOTOMOD includes processing facilities for aerial photographs and
scanner images obtained with various sensors such as GeoEye-1, WorldView1/2, IKONOS, QuickBird,
SPOT, ASTER, IRS, FORMOSAT, CARTOSAT, Resource DK. DPS PHOTOMOD has a modular
structure that allows the user to select the required configuration when purchasing a package. The
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network version of the system provides the user with ample opportunities to work with the project in a
network with parallel use of several workplaces.
The flexibility of DPS PHOTOMOD consists in its modularity. Each module of the system is
designed to perform the necessary operations at the appropriate stage of project processing, so that it is
possible to optimally configure the system for a specific production – you buy only those modules and in
the amount that is necessary for your technological cycle.
The system includes PHOTOMOD Core control shell and 11 main modules:
- PHOTOMOD AT – preparation of data for phototriangulation;
- PHOTOMOD SolverA – adjustment of the phototriangulation networks for images in the
central projection;
- PHOTOMOD SolverS – adjustment of phototriangulation networks for scanner images;
- PHOTOMOD DTM – construction of DMR;
- PHOTOMOD StereoDraw – stereo vectorization and three-dimensional modeling;
- PHOTOMOD Mosaic – construction of orthophotomaps;
- PHOTOMOD VectOr – creation of digital terrain maps (in mono mode);
- PHOTOMOD StereoVectOr – parallel operation with VectOr card in mono/stereo modes;
- PHOTOMOD StereoACAD – 3D vectorization of images in the mode in AutoCAD;
- PHOTOMOD StereoLink – stereo shooting of terrain objects in the environment MicroStation;
- PHOTOMOD ScanCorrect – geometric calibration of flatbed scanners.
In addition to DPS PHOTOMOD modules, it includes a set of auxiliary utilities designed to create a
resource system, management of data placement, preparing of raster images, and so on.

Figure 1 - Technological scheme of processing the project in DPS PHOTOMOD
PHOTOMOD Core – a single control shell of DPS PHOTOMOD. It connects the functionality of
various modules, and implements tools for creating and managing projects, creating image blocks,
managing project cameras, viewing / importing / exporting DMR, vectors, triangulation points, viewing
processing data in the 3D window, viewing reports, monovectoring, the import of external orientation
elements and the construction of mantle editing, taking into account various input data.
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Figure 2 - Module of PHOTOMOD Core
PHOTOMOD AT – the data acquisition module for equalizing the networks of phototriangulation
includes internal and mutual orientation, as well as input/measurement of the reference points. It is
supported automatic modes for performing internal orientation and measuring tie points. The algorithm
for automatic measurement of tie points with extensive control over the accuracy of measurements
(including autocorrelation control) allows you to get a practically ready set of points for successful
network equalization and to avoid manual editing.

Figure 3 - Module of PHOTOMOD AT
PHOTOMOD Solver – SolverA and SolverS modules are designed to equalize the network of
phototriangulation for images in the central projection and space scanner images, respectively. Precision
control tools and graphical tools for representing and analyzing errors ensure successful implementation
for the project of phototriangulation, which ensures high quality of output products: DMR,
orthophotomaps, digital maps. Means of exchange through the format PAT-B allow to use DPS
PHOTOMOD in conjunction with other photogrammetric systems.
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Figure 4 - Module of PHOTOMOD Solver
PHOTOMOD DTM – the processing module is intended for construction of DMR (in the form of
pickets, irregular triangulation network – TIN, regular model of relief – DEM and contours). Automatic
calculation of pickets. Rebuilding TIN and contours «on fly» with any editing of basic vector layers.
Analysis of processing data in the 3D window. View/edit DMR and basic vectors in stereo mode. A wide
range of filters for editing vector objects, TIN, DEM.

Figure 5 - Module of PHOTOMOD DTM
PHOTOMOD StereoDraw – module for creating and editing 3D vector objects in stereo mode. It
contains such convenient tools as automatic movement of the cursor along the terrain, 2D and 3D
snapping, vectorization of line segments at right angles, copying of vector objects, automatic line along
the border of the existing object, construction of buffer zones and many others. Graphical objects can be
associated with records from the classifier and attributes. It is supported the extensive set of vector
formats for import/export. In addition, the module contains the program 3D-Mod for 3D modeling and
export to format DXF.
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Figure 6 - Module of PHOTOMOD StereoDraw
PHOTOMOD Mosaic – the module for creating orthophotos on aerial photographs or satellite
scanner images based on DMR, imported or built in the module PHOTOMOD DTM. The module
contains tools for determining the areas of transformation (the editor of «cuts»). Tools for automatic
brightness alignment and cut processing ensure that there are no seams on the output image. The
orthophotomap is created with a specified element size on the terrain and georeferencing. The mosaic is
saved in GeoTIFF format. It is supported cutting into sheets or trapezium of a user-specified size, as well
as control for accuracy of orthomosaic construction on reference and control points.

Figure 7 - Module of PHOTOMOD Mosaic
PHOTOMOD StereoVectOr is a parallel operation module with a map of format VectOr in stereo
(PHOTOMOD StereoDraw) and mono (PHOTOMOD VectOr) windows. The mono window is used to
display and to edit the map in conventional signs. When working with the module is convenient twomonitor mode. It is designed mainly for updating existing vector maps. Using the module StereoVectOr is
recommended, if the final processing of the digital map, it is supposed to be performed in GIS Panorama.
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Figure 8 - Module of PHOTOMOD StereoVectOr
StereoLink is a software package designed to perform stereo survey of terrain objects, including
DMR objects, in the environment MicroStation. It allows you to carry out stereo monitoring of oriented
pairs for images, correction of photometric parameters for stereopair images, measurement of spatial
coordinates for terrain and stereoscopic survey of terrain objects, and also allows creating tables of
objects to be photographed.

1 – Stereowindow, 2 – Monowindow

Figure 9 - Module of StereoLink
2.2.2
Geoinformation system «Panorama»
GIS Panorama is a universal geoinformation system with the tools for creating and editing digital
maps and city plans, processing remote sensing data, performing various measurements and calculations,
overlay operations, building 3D models, processing raster data, preparing graphic documents in electronic
and printed form, as well as tools for working with databases.
The database of digital vector maps has a hierarchical structure. The lower level stores information
about individual map objects. Objects can be grouped into groups, layers, and map sheets. A set of sheets
for maps of the same scale and type is the area of work – a separate database of digital maps. The
description for the individual object consists of metric data (coordinates on the terrain) and semantic data
(object properties), including the unique identifier of the object through which a logical connection is
made with external databases.
The volume of a separate database for digital vector maps can be several terabytes (Tb). Updating
the database is performed in the transaction mode, which provides disaster recovery and rollback for any
number of steps back. The control system supports a high-performance algorithm for indexing data,
which provides the maximum speed of searching and displaying map objects on standard hardware.
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Figure 10 - GIS Panorama with open toolbars

Figure 11 - The panel «Map Editor»
The editor of vector map is an integral part of the system «Panorama» and it is designed for creating
and editing (updating) vector data.
To activate the editor of vector map, select the item «Map Editor» in the menu «Tasks».
The editor of vector map is controlled using the toolbar placed at the start on the left side of the
main window this system.
Using the functions for the editor of vector map, it is possible to apply a new object to the map, the
description of which is in the library of conventional signs (electronic classifier), or an arbitrarily
described (graphic) object. There are several ways to create a new object on the map:
- Click the button «Create» in the panel «Editor», select the appropriate object from the library
and apply it to the map.
- Select an object from the previously created layout table and apply it to the map.
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If objects of this type have already existed on the map, then it is possible to create a new object,
«borrowing» the type from the already applied object.
Create a full copy of the existing object on the map (or group of objects) with its positioning in
a new location.
Transfer an object from the user map in single or group mode.
Using the task «Make calculations», create a zone of the specified width around the map object
(or user map) and save it as a map object.
Create an object by stitching two map objects.
Create an object – as the intersection of two polygons.
Create a mirror copy of the map object.
Reproduce the object in the specified directions.
Sign the object with text derived from its semantics.
Create a group of objects according to the scenario.
Create objects by interpolating existing isolines.

Table 4 -

Methods for drawing objects on a map

Arbitrary line

By coordinates from a text file

Horizontal rectangle
Inclined rectangle
Complex rectangle
Circle of a specified radius
Circle of arbitrary radius
Semi-automatic vectorization

Entering coordinates from the keyboard
Parallel line, center axis
Smoothing spline
Descriptive spline
Parallel line, left edge
Circle by three points

By the method of coordinate description (localization), the map objects are divided into the
following types:
- area objects (polygons) having one external closed loop and an arbitrary number of internal
closed contours;
- linear objects (arcs) having an arbitrary number for contours consisting of two or more points;
- dot signs consisting of a single point;
- vector signs consisting of two points. It can be used to denote point marks that have some
orientation on the terrain, or complex inscriptions for properties of the objects;
- inscriptions having one, two or more points and the text of inscription;
- templates, designed to display complex inscriptions for properties of the object.
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Figure 12 - Types of object localizations on a vector map
When creating objects of different localizations in Map Editor, the auxiliary panel is displayed, in
which auxiliary modes are duplicated in the form of icons that can be activated during the creation of the
object.

Figure 13 - Auxiliary panel when drawing a dot sign

Figure 14 - Auxiliary panel when drawing a line or a vector sign

Figure 15 - Auxiliary panel when drawing a polygon
These modes can also be activated by selecting the corresponding menu item, a pop-up by pressing
the right mouse button or by pressing the appropriate «hot» keys on the keyboard.
When you create objects of arbitrary configurations, there are available auxiliary modes, which can
be conditionally divided into three groups:
- automatic coordination and alignment (Table 5);
- interactive coordination and input of coordinates (Table 6);
- change of parameters (Table 7).
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Table 5 -

Modes of automatic coordination and automatic alignment

Mode of capture «others» dots («K»)

Mode of capture «others» lines («J»)

Capture the grid node («N»)

Mode of creating the response dots («G»)

Mode of the horizontal line («H»)

Mode of the vertical line («V»)

Mode of the perpendicular («R»)

Table 6 -

Modes of interactive coordination and input coordinates

Input of dot coordinates in the form of coordinates («Insert»)

Copy of a dot for the selected object («I»)

Copy of a site for the selected object («P»)

Binding to center of the line («C»)

Changing the direction of digitization («D»)
Creating an independent sub-object («Space»)
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Creating a linked sub-object («Y»)

Step back («Back»)

Table 7 -

Modes of parameters changing

Increasing the capture area with automatic reconciliation («+»)

Reducing the capture area with automatic reconciliation («-»)

The vectorization process is a combination of automatic tracking for continuous raster lines (before
crossing with other lines or breaking a vectorized line), manual input of points and topological copying.
Starting the vectorization, it should be done with the input (by pressing the left mouse button or by
copying from an existing object) of the starting point for the object. Further, it is possible to enter
similarly subsequent points, copy points and sections of existing objects, or to start the vectorizer.
To start the vectorizer, specify the direction of the vectorization (moving the cursor), and without
activating the mouse buttons, activate the vectorization (the key «О» – lat.). The cursor must be above the
raster image of the vectorized line. The object is saved at the moment of «Completion of the operation».
Vectorization on a raster image with a palette of colors more than 256 is possible only with using of
manual methods.
To use semiautomatic vectorization, it is necessary to use a standard graphics package (PhotoStyler
and others) to get an image with a palette of 256 colors (8 bits per point). In the process of preparing the
image (before changing the palette), it is necessary (if possible) to achieve the best combination of
brightness and contrast so that objects that will be later subjected to semi-automatic vectorization are
more homogeneous, that is, they consist of a minimum number of shades.
2.2.3
GIS Server
GIS Server PARB.00049-01 is designed to provide remote access to spatial data of users GIS
Panorama and others.
The server provides remote access to vector maps, remote sensing data, matrices, documents and
spatial databases. The connection to the server is established using the protocol TCP\IP with using the
socket mechanism.
Placing data on the server ensures data protection from illegal copying and modification. The user
selects the data to work on their conditional names (aliases). Vector maps can be opened only for viewing
or for viewing and editing. Rasters and matrices are only available for viewing and performing
calculations.
GIS Server supports the control of changes to raster and matrix data opened on GIS Server and their
synchronous updating on the client. Access to new versions of orthophotomaps, height matrices and
vector maps is provided automatically without manual operations from the server administrator or clients.
It is ensured that the map and classifier are verified when the map is opened and that the map objects are
automatically converted when the classifier is changed. This allows you to automate the process of
updating the library of conditional signs on the server with automatic updating of libraries on client
workplaces and in connected web-services.
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Figure 16 - Example of the multilevel connection for servers
GIS Server supports multilevel connection of GIS Servers with each other for distributed storage
and processing of spatial data with automatic replication, backup and data protection. Such architecture
reduces the load on the data network tenfold, speeds up access to data and improves reliability. Reducing
the load on the data network is achieved through the access of individual user groups through an
intermediate GIS Server, which caches requests and performs automatic replication of data.
2.2.4
Complex of automated quality control and correction of digital maps
The complex of automated quality control and correction of digital maps PARB.00052-01 is
designed to obtain a single digital map on the original digital maps in the format SXF created by different
classifiers.
The complex performs:
- automated conversion of maps in the format SXF to a single classifier;
- automated quality control of maps with automatic error correction in accordance with
established criteria;
- control of coordination and cross-linking for adjacent sheets of a digital topographic map in a
single map (a constituent entity of the federation or another region);
- analysis of the conformity for the object composition of format SXF maps and classifiers in
order to determine the most appropriate classifier for each map.
2.2.5
Database management complex for digital maps and remote sensing data
«Database management complex for digital maps and remote sensing data» (Database of digital
map and remote sensing data) PARB.00033-03 (further – Complex) is intended for the accumulation,
recording, issuance of geospatial information (digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and
documents), organizing the metadata of the geospatial information archive, collective access, mapping the
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metadata of Database with the help of a web browser, creating, maintaining and displaying schemas for
the presence of geospatial information.

Figure 17 - Database management complex for digital maps
The main functions of Complex are:
- accumulation, recording, storage and delivery of digital maps, remote sensing data and height
matrices, as well as their digital forms;
- input control for the structure of digital maps, remote sensing data, height matrices and the
completeness of their metadata;
- automatic accumulation and accounting of several versions for digital maps, remote sensing
data and height matrices;
- search for digital maps, remote sensing data, elevation matrices and documents based on
metadata with the possibility of selection (filtering) and display them on the background map;
- issuing geospatial information at the request of the user;
- forming reports on the availability of materials, data types, storage scales, reports on the date for
the state of the terrain, the amount of occupied disk space;
- formation of geo-covering for a specified territory from digital maps, remote sensing data and
height matrices;
- automated transformation of digital maps, remote sensing data and elevation matrices into a
specified coordinate system to form a geo-coverage for a specified territory;
- provision of administration for the metadata database and archive of digital maps, remote
sensing data and authorized access to data on the basis of data security tools included in the
operating system;
- creation, automatic updating and display in the specified symbols of schemes for availability of
digital maps, remote sensing data and height matrices stored in the database.
2.3

Information support

2.3.1
Classifier of the digital topographic maps
All types of digital topographic map objects and all kinds for semantic characteristics of objects
must have unique identifiers. This allows you to determine the type for the instance of the object in the
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digital map, not by the color and thickness of the line or the symbol number in the font TrueType, but by
the value for the identifier of view, which is a required property of the object.
The digital code is used as the object type identifier on the digital topographic map. Lists of object
codes with their names and symbols are stored in a digital classifier of the format RSC.
Semantic characteristics have also a digital code and a name, which are stored in the list of
characteristics in the digital classifier.
A digital classifier 25t17g.rsc can be used to create digital topographic maps.
Table 8 -

Fragment of the list for objects from the classifier DTM
10

61111000

ROAD NETWORK

RAILWAYS
WIDE
CURRENT
L0061111000

L

NUMBER OF WAYS
TYPE OF ENGINE (steam, electric, diesel)
CONDITION**
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
WIDTH
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK
APPOINTMENT OF THE OBJECT

L

CONDITION**
WIDTH
QUANTITY OF ROAD LINES
ROAD NUMBER
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION
COATING MATERIAL
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC

S

CONDITION**
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC
QUANTITY OF ROAD LINES
ROAD NUMBER
COATING MATERIAL
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK

HIGHWAYS
L0061210000
61210000

61210000

HIGHWAYS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
L00612100001

HIGHWAYS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
S0061210000
HIGHWAYS
S00612100001

IMPROVED HIGHWAY
L0061220000

61220000

CONDITION**
WIDTH
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC
ROAD NUMBER
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT

L

IMPROVED HIGHWAY
(UNDER
CONSTRUCTION)
L00612200001
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S

CONDITION**
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC
QUANTITY OF ROAD LINES
ROAD NUMBER
COATING MATERIAL
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK

L

CONDITION**
WIDTH
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC
ROAD NUMBER
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION
COATING MATERIAL
QUANTITY OF ROAD LINES
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK

L

CONDITION**
WIDTH
COATING MATERIAL
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
WIDTH OF COATING, ROAD, ETC
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK
TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION
ROAD NUMBER

IMPROVED HIGHWAY
S0061220000
61220000

IMPROVED HIGHWAY
(UNDER
CONSTRUCTION)
S00612200001

HIGHWAY
(ACTIVE)
L0061230000
61230000

HIGHWAY
(UNDER
CONSTRUCTION)
L00612300001

IMPROVED GROUND
ROADS
(ACTIVE)
L0061310000
61310000

Table 9 Code

IMPROVED GROUND
ROADS
(UNDER
CONSTRUCTION)
L00613100001

61320000

UNPAVED COUNTRY
ROADS
L0061320000

L

61330000

FIELD AND FOREST
ROADS
L0061330000

L

WIDTH
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
SPEED (MOVEMENT)
APPOINTMENT OF THE OBJECT
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK
WIDTH
OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT
SPEED (MOVEMENT)
APPOINTMENT OF THE OBJECT
NUMBER OF THE MUTUAL LINK

Fragment of the list for semantic characteristics from the classifier DTM
Name

1
2

RELATIVE HEIGHT
LENGTH

3

CONDITION (STATE)

Value
Numeric
Numeric
1 ACTIVE [1]
2 UNDER CONSTRUCTION [2]
3 DISMANTLED [3]
4 NOT ACTIVE [4]
5 RESIDENTAL [5]
6 NON RESIDENTAL [6]
7 DESTROYED [7]
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Code

Name

Value

4

ABSOLUTE HEIGHT

5

TYPE OF WATERCOURSE BANK
LINE

6
7

MAXIMUM HEIGHT
DEPTH

8

NATURE OF ROCKS

9

OWN NAME, INSCRIPTION OF THE
TEXT

10

MATERIAL OF BUILDING

11
12

WIDTH
LOAD CAPACITY

Rev.

8 PASSABLE [8]
9 IMPASSABLE [9]
10 DRY [10]
11 BACKFILLED [11]
12 WATERLOGGED [12]
13 MAINTAINED [13]
14 BURNT [14]
16 CLOSED [16]
17 PROJECTED [17]
18 RECONSTRUCTIVE [18]
20 LONG-TERM [20]
21 TEMPORARY [21]
22 ABANDONED [22]
23 COORDINATED [23]
24 SEASONAL [24]
25 DESTROYED [25]
26 DAMPED [26]
27 CLEAN [27]
28 VERDUROUS [28]
29 PLOWED [29]
30 DEMOUNTABLE [30]
31 CLEARED [31]
32 OLD [32]
33 BREACHED [33]
Numeric
1 CONSTANT [1]
2 BECOMING DRY [2]
3 DISAPPEARING (UNDERGROUND) [3]
4 ON THE ICE [4]
5 LEFT BANK [5]
6 RIGHT BANK [6]
Numeric
Numeric
1 SOLID [1]
2 CRUMBLY [2]
Symbolical

№ document

AbsoluteHeight

Bankline_5

MaximumHeight
Depth
RocksType
ObjName

1 CONCRETE [1]
2 FERRO-CONCRETE [2]
3 METAL [3]
4 STONE [4]
5 WOODEN [5]
6 GROUND [6]
Numeric
Numeric
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3 INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA
3.1 Input and output data of PHOTOMOD digital photogrammetric system
As the input data, depending on the type of project, the following image formats are supported in
DPS PHOTOMOD:
- Tag Image File Format (TIFF) – TIFF and GeoTiff formats;
- Windows Bitmap File (BMP);
- VectOr Raster Maps (RSW) – raster format GIS Panorama;
- ERDAS IMAGINE (IMG) – raster format of the system ERDAS;
- JPEG (JPEG);
- GIF (GIF);
- PNG (PNG);
- PCIDSK (PIX) – raster format with geo-reference in the header, developed by PCI Geomatics.
DPS PHOTOMOD supports a wide range for input formats of data from the satellite images with
different sensor models.
Table 10 - Formats of the scanner shooting
Sensor model
Strong sensor model

Satellite
SPOT 1-4
SPOT 5
TERRA/ASTER
EROS A
Pleiades

Universal model (DLT and its modifications)

FORMOSAT-2
Landsat
IRS

Using RPC-coefficients

IKONOS
QuickBird
OrbView
WorldView
GeoEye-1
ALOS Prism
KOMPSAT-3

Data format
CEOS (SISA, CAP)
DIMAP
HDF
RAW, TIFF
DIMAP, JPEG 2000,
GeoTIFF
DIMAP
TIFF/GeoTIFF, HDF
Super
Structured,
HDF,
Fast C
TIFF/GeoTIFF (+RPC)
TIFF/GeoTIFF (+RPC)
TIFF/GeoTIFF (+RPC)
TIFF/GeoTIFF (+RPC)
TIFF/GeoTIFF (+RPC)
TIFF, CEOS (+RPC)
GeoTIFF (+RPC)

The result of the work DPS PHOTOMOD is the digital models of relief, 3D-vectors, orthophotos
that can be exported to most common formats.
Table 11 - Formats of the output data
Result of work
Supported exchange formats
Terrain
TIN
Generate, DXF, DGN, ASCII, ASCII-A
model
DEM
Surfer ASCII, GeoTIFF, USGS DEM, VectOr, MTW, CSV
3D-vectors
Generate, DXF, DGN, ASCII, ASCII-A, Shape,
MID/MIF, VectOr
Orthophotomaps
TIFF/GeoTIFF, BMP, VectOr RSW, ERDAS IMAGE, JPEG, PNG, DGN,
JPEG 2000, PCIDSK
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3.2 Input and output data of GIS Panorama
Input data of GIS Panorama are vector spatial data, remote sensing data of the Earth in the optical
range or in the multispectral range, matrices of heights in the form of regular matrices or TIN models,
laser scanning data (point cloud), sonar data (point cloud).
Import of vector spatial data is possible from the following formats:
- SXF (SXF, TXF, DIR);
- OGC GML (GML, XML);
- Google Earth (KML);
- DXF/DBF;
- MIF/MID;
- SHP/DBF;
- DGN;
- sea charts S57 (030,000);
- road graph (GDF);
- tables of databases;
- Excel spreadsheets with coordinates (XLS);
- text files;
- formats of geodetic instruments (RAW, SDR, DC1, RPT, DAT, IDX, GS, M5, R5, R4 and
others);
- formats of navigation receivers and programs (GPX, NMEA, MP and others).
Import of remote sensing data and matrices is possible from the following formats:
- rasters (BMP, PCX, TIFF, GeoTIFF, JPEG);
- matrix of heights (GRD);
- matrix of heights (SRTM, GeoTIFF);
- matrix of heights (DBF);
- point cloud (TXT);
- point cloud (LAS).
The created digital topographic maps and plans can be exported in the following formats:
- SXF (SXF, TXF, DIR);
- OGC GML (GML, XML);
- Google Earth (KML);
- DXF/DBF;
- MIF/MID;
- SHP/DBF;
- tables of databases.
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4 GENERAL TECHNOLOGICAL SCHEME
General technological scheme for creating and updating digital maps based on remote sensing data
(RS) consists of the following stages:

Editorial and preparatory work
↓
Photogrammetric processing of remote sensing data
↓
Creating and updating the terrain
↓
Automated decoding and vectorization of remote sensing data
↓
Creation and updating of the digital topographic map (DTM)
and the digital city plan (DCP) of the base scales
↓
Generalization of DTM and DCP to get derivatives (smaller) scales
↓
Quality control and correction of data
↓
Placing DTM and DCP into the temporary archive
↓
Updating the database of spatial data (registers)
Figure 18 - General scheme for creating and updating digital maps
The purpose of the editorial and preparatory work is to assess the completeness and quality of the
source materials, clarify the technology and technological features of the work, depending on the
requirements of the customer, the availability of basic and additional source materials.
The editorial and preparatory work includes:
- collecting the source data;
- input control of the source data;
- study of the mapping area and the source data;
- development of editorial and technical guidelines.
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Photogrammetric processing of remote sensing data includes:
- creating of the project (creation and selection of the active profile, creation of the project,
formation of the block images for the project);
- network measurement;
- network equalization;
- construction of a digital relief model and orthophotomaps (stereo-vectorization, construction of
DMR in the form of irregular network for triangles TIN, construction of DMR in the form for a
matrix of heights, creation of the orthophotomap).
The result for photogrammetric processing of remote sensing data is:
- creation of digital relief model and digital orthophoto;
- partial or complete interpretation and stereo-vectorization of the content elements for the digital
map in the stereo mode (in the modules PHOTOMOD StereoDraw, PHOTOMOD
StereoVectOr);
- determination of metric characteristics for the terrain objects, for example, relative height of
structures, relief forms (pits, cliffs and others) and vegetation (tree heights). And there are also
the determination of the width of roads, rivers, streams and other objects.
Creation and updating of the terrain is carried out to obtain a vector form of the representation for
the terrain (horizontals, elevations, etc.) to prepare maps for publication.
Automated interpretation and vectorization of remote sensing data is intended for recognition of
objects in the images for the terrain and the formation of their contours in vector form for the further
creation and updating of DTM. This task supplements the possibilities of interpretation and stereovectorization of DPS PHOTOMOD.
The purpose of the stage for creation and updating of DTM is input and adjustment of coordinates
for the terrain objects, input and adjustment of semantic characteristics, coordination for topological
relations of objects (junctions, intersections, common borders). The digital description of DTM objects in
terms of accuracy, completeness, rules for describing the contours of objects usually corresponds to the
rules for preparing (compiling) maps of some basic scale. For populated areas, the recommended scale is
1:25 000.
The generalization of DTM to get derive scales, it is carried out for the preparation for maps of
smaller scales (for example, the preparation of a map with scale 1:50 000 on maps of scale 1:25 000, etc.)
for publication or special applications (for example, the preparation of navigational charts for aviation).
At the stage of quality control and data adjustments, automatic quality control procedures and
adjustments of digital maps in format SXF are carried out according to the selected control scheme.
The goal of the stage for putting the newly created and updated DTM into a temporary archive, it is
to accumulate ready-made digital maps for their application in the procedures of the summary for
adjacent sheets and the formation of uniform coverages for updating the spatial data base.
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5 DESCRIPTION OF THE PERFORMING WORKS
5.1 Editorial-preparatory work
The purpose of the editorial and preparatory work is to assess the completeness and quality of the
source materials, clarify the technology and technological features of the work, depending on the
requirements of the customer, the availability of basic and additional source materials.
The editorial and preparatory work includes:
- collection of the source data;
- input control of the source data;
- study of the mapping area and the source data;
- development of editorial and technical guidelines.
5.1.1
Collection of the source data
The collection of the initial (source) data is carried out in advance, before the start of the
development for editorial and technical instructions.
The main source data for creating and updating digital topographic maps are:
1) DTM of various scales, created and updated earlier, on which the situation and terrain are
reliably, fully and clearly displayed, its characteristic features are uniformly expressed, objects
that are important as landmarks are noted, the requirements of operating instructions and
conventional signs are observed.
2) Materials of remote sensing of the Earth. Space images can be obtained from various spacecraft,
for example:
- QuickBird, IKONOS – for creating maps of scale 1: 5 000 and smaller;
- SPOT-5 (with a resolution of 2.5 m) – to create and update maps of scale 1:25 000;
- CartoSat – for creating and updating maps of scale 1:25 000;
- Formosat – for creating and updating maps of scale 1:25 000;
- IRS – for creating and updating maps of scale 1:50 000.
3) Database of spatial data for various departments. For example, data from registers of real estate,
road network, forest fund, municipal databases.
4) Various auxiliary materials, in particular:
- catalogs (lists) of coordinates and heights of geodetic points, points of leveling for all classes
and points of the survey network;
- aerospace surveys with field training points, determined to create an updated map;
- technical reports, technical drafts and editorial instructions of previously performed in this area
topographic and geodetic works, schemes for linking the water cuts (levels);
- maps of the terrain changes;
- special maps and plans (large-scale surveys, agricultural interpretation of aerial photographs,
forest management plans, forestry plans for forest areas, schematic maps of forestry and logging
enterprises, plans for peat deposits, large-scale soil maps, schematic maps of power lines,
communications and radio transmissions, geological and geo-morphological maps, detailed
maps longitudinal profiles of railways, linear graphs of highways, navigational sea, lake and
river maps, navigator for rivers, lakes, reservoirs, canals, cartographic materials of constructed
reservoirs and channels, administrative boundaries, regional maps, magnetic declination, etc.).
The degree of trust in auxiliary materials is established on the basis of familiarization with the
methods of their creation, as well as the completeness of the information contained therein. The sequence
of using auxiliary materials is determined on the base of accuracy and obsolescence degree for the data.
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5.2 Input control of the source data
The input control of the source (initial) data is carried out in order to establish their quality and
compliance with the requirements of technical documentation, the current standards, as well as assessing
the possibility of their use in the work to create and update DTM [4].
The main procedures applicable for most types of information are:
- checking physical security, no damage to the information carrier (paper, USB-drives, hard
drives);
- check the completeness (number of pages, number of files);
- check for the availability of supporting documentation that provides information about the
source of information, its structure, the rights to use it.
Input control of the correctness of digital maps is performed by performing automated procedures
for monitoring the quality of the digital map, followed by interactive analysis of the results for the control
and correction of the detected errors.
The quality control procedure for the digital map includes the following types of control:
- the information of integrity control;
- the correspondence of geodetic coordinates to rectangular coordinates;
- the correspondence of the sheet's frame to its theoretical location;
- the correspondence of the downloaded information to the system resource file (RSC);
- the control for the structure of information.

Figure 19 - Procedure of the control for vector map
The input control of space images is carried out by visual viewing, during which it is checked:
- the absence of clouds or haze, which is visualized in short-wave («blue») spectral channels, the
tone of the image should be uniform throughout the area (clouds are allocated as white spots,
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-

accompanied from the south by a dark spot of the same shape – a shadow from a cloud, haze, as
a rule, leads to a significant reduction in the contrast of the image);
absence of sensor errors, which appear as bright, or on the contrary, dark color, regularly
located dark spots of rectangular outlines, etc.

In addition, each space image or group of satellite images should have mandatory accompanying
information:
- the name of the satellite, the name of the sensor;
- the date of shooting;
- the name of coordinate system;
- the list of spectral channels;
- the spatial resolution.
Paper source data, intended for scanning and subsequent processing, should be uninterrupted
(without data loss and bends).
5.2.1
Study of the mapping area and the source data
The mapping area and the source data are studied in order to obtain information about the terrain
needed to develop guidance on its image on the map, the selection of cartographic materials and the
technology of works that ensure the creation and updating of a high-quality map with the least
expenditure of time, effort and resources.
Cartographic and photogrammetric materials collected for use in the updating of maps are
systematized according to the sheets of the updated map, geodetic and reference data on the objects of
work. The availability of basic and auxiliary materials for each sheet of the updated map is shown on the
map for the mapping area of work.
To create a map of the map area, a digital map is opened, on which the boundary of the work area is
marked. After that, a scheme is made for the printing of nomenclature sheets for a specified scale
(procedure «Application of graph»).

Figure 20 - Procedure «Application of graph»
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All original raster image files are added to the created schema. At the same time, the degree of
coverage for the map area with the initial data is assessed and, if it is necessary, the missing initial data is
collected.
It is put on the diagram: information on the availability of source material, performer, sheet
processing state, etc. It is stored in the semantics for objects that denote nomenclature sheets of the digital
map being created.
In the process of performing the work, the created scheme can be used for dispatching the executed
processes.
As a result of studying the mapping area and the initial data, it is established:
- provision of the region with initial data and its quality;
- accuracy and reliability of the data;
- modernity, detail and completeness of the data content, the availability of the necessary
quantitative and qualitative characteristics on it;
- correctness of transmission on the material of the proper names for objects of the terrain.
5.2.2
Development of editorial and technical guidelines
After studying the work area and analyzing the initial data, the editorial and technical guidelines
(ETG) for the creation and updating of DTM are being developed.
ETG to create and to update the map are processed by the editor of the enterprise.
They cover the following main issues:
- a brief description of the physical and geographical conditions for the area of work with
conclusions about their impact on the method of creating and updating the map;
- characteristics of the map and conclusions about its suitability for creation or updating;
- the availability and sequence for using the points of the height-plan basis;
- adopted, methods and technology of work with indication for tolerances in the performance of
individual processes;
- conditions for the use of space materials;
- a list and description of the main and auxiliary materials, as well as the procedure for their use;
- schemes for the availability of basic and auxiliary materials;
- features for digitizing objects by elements of content;
- the procedure for coordinating the map with maps of adjacent scales, sea charts and the
production of a summary between adjacent sheets and on the outer boundaries of the work area;
- features of quality control;
- a list of materials to be delivered.
In the application to ETG, it is necessary to have a summary schema, on which it is marked, for the
summary of which sides of the frame for the created sheet the executor who creates this sheet has the
responsibility.
In addition, other materials can be used as applications. For example, lists of coordinates, a sample
form, etc.
5.2.3

Initial data preparation

5.2.3.1
Importing digital maps
Cartographic materials of interested data holders are kept in different geoinformation systems and
stored in different formats.
Import of digital maps can consist of the following stages:
- setting up the system resources classifier;
- setting of auxiliary conversion files;
- setting of conversion parameters;
- data conversion;
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control of information on the results for conversion;
editing by results of conversion;
saving the information.

The data can be uploaded to a new map or added to an existing map. The type of the map depends
on the units of measurement for the data being loaded. When uploading data in meters, a user map is
created, the metric of objects is formed in meters on the terrain in the conditional coordinate system.
When loading data in degrees, a geographic map of the specified scale is created, the metric of objects is
formed in meters on the terrain in a rectangular coordinate system. Correctness for setting the units of
measurement is the responsibility of the user.
Downloading is possible with saving the graphic appearance of objects, with the addition of
semantics, two-dimensional or three-dimensional metric.
5.2.3.2
Loading coordinates from a text file
The program performs the loading of coordinates received in the field on geodetic devices equipped
with electronic processing. The text files received from the instruments must contain the direct
coordinates of the points (X, Y, H), which the program places on the output map in the format MAP or
SIT in the form of point objects.
It is also possible to apply objects to a map from the file Microsoft Office Excel (XLS).

Figure 21 - Example of loading data from DBF, XLS files and a text file
5.2.3.3
Preparing raster data
The raster map in GIS Panorama refers to a bitmap image that has a coordinate reference and
projection parameters. If the source image contains binding information, then this data is used when
converting to RSW. The file binding can be downloaded from the following files:
- world file (TFW, BMW, JGW...). In the file, only the file binding is stored, and there is no
projection data, so after conversion it is necessary to set the projection parameters in the raster's
passport;
- TAB binding file. The file stores the binding and projection parameters;
- OziExplorer binding file (MAP);
- GeoTIFF – a format that allows you to include geo-referencing information in TIFF files. Most
fully describes the parameters of the projection, so this format is most common when processing
remote sensing data (the Earth remote sensing).
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If the binding parameters are not specified when converting to RSW, then the raster map has no
binding and the projection parameters are not set.
If the raster does not have significant distortion, then it is possible to bind it by one or two points.

Figure 22 - Menu of dialog «List of data»
If the bitmap image has large distortions, then it must be transformed in the task «Transformation of
the raster map».

Figure 23 - The task «Transformation of the raster map»
In the task implemented four linear and three nonlinear type of transformation. In linear
transformation, in contrast to the nonlinear one, there is no nonlinear distortion of the coordinates, i.e. the
straight line remains straight.
The unknown coefficients are determined from the solution of the system of normal equations. If
the number of points is greater than the required minimum, the system of equations is solved by the
method of least squares. In this case, for each point calculates the residual differences for which it is
possible to assess the accuracy of the source raster.
To the linear type of transformation there are included:
- shift;
- shift, turn;
- shift, rotation, scaling;
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affine transformation.

To the nonlinear type of transformation there are included:
- polynomial transformation;
- linear;
- nonlinear rubber sheet.
5.2.4
Location of the processed data on GIS Server
Placing data on the server provides data protection from illegal copying and modification, it
increases the speed of teamwork with data. The user selects the data to work on their conditional names
(aliases). Vector maps can be opened for viewing or for viewing and editing. Rasters and matrices are
only available for viewing and performing calculations. In addition, all data can be closed or opened for
copying from the server – in exchange formats, to the clipboard or to other maps.
Access to data on GIS Server can be obtained only by users who are listed in GIS Administrator.
The program allows you to define a list of users, a list of data and their properties, which allows you to
configure GIS Server for a specific application. The list of available data is generated for each user group.
User access to the data is done by user name and password, or using the data of the account in the domain
security policy or the operating system of the local computer.
Maps on the server are placed in the internal formats of GIS Panorama – MAP, SIT, SITX, RSC,
RSW, MTW, MTQ.

Figure 24 - Configuring the list of maps in the program GIS Administrator
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Figure 25 - Configuring the list of users in the program GIS Administrator
5.3 Photogrammetric processing of remote sensing data
The photogrammetric method for creating a digital topographic map is characterized by high
operational efficiency, accuracy and objectivity of the received information. With the development of
computer technologies in photogrammetry, essentially new methods for the processing of aerospace
information have appeared that make it possible to automate many processes of photogrammetric
processing.
Photogrammetric works are the main component of modern technologies for creating and updating
digital topographic maps. Technical requirements and tolerances for photogrammetric work are
determined on the basis of the requirements for the current regulatory documents to the accuracy of maps
and plans.
5.3.1
Creating the project
When creating a project in DPS PHOTOMOD, it is possible to distinguish three main stages:
- create or select an active profile – create a local profile to host all resources of project/projects
or connect the created network profile. Selecting the active profile to work in the session DPS
PHOTOMOD;
- creating a project – creating a new project, defining the type of project, selecting a coordinate
system;
- formation of the block for images of the project – creation of routes and loading of pictures.
5.3.1.1
Creating the project
To create a project, make sure that the desired profile is active. If not, activate it, run DPS
PHOTOMOD and open the window «New Project».
Enter the name of the new project in the field «Name». The section «Description» is provided for
any user information, for example, a brief description of the project and its features.
In the section «Type», define the project type depending on the type of shooting (shooting
equipment):
- central projection – for processing aerial or space images obtained by the camera;
- space scanner imagery – for processing space scanner images;
- ADS 40 – for data processing of digital sensor ADS 40 – the scanner filming system that is
installed on aircraft carriers;
- VisionMap A3 – for processing images have taken by the camera VisionMap A3.
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Next, it is necessary to specify a coordinate system from the following sources:
- from the database – from the list of Base coordinate systems. DPS PHOTOMOD offers two
bases of coordinate systems – international, Russian;
- from files – from files of coordinate systems with the extension x-ref-system, if those were
created outside the profile resources;
- from resources – from active profile resources, for example, x-ref-system-files of coordinate
systems from another project of the active profile.
It is possible to change the coordinate system after creating a project in the window «Project
Properties».
Set the option «Terrain height» and specify the approximate height difference (min and max) in the
terrain displayed in the pictures, if you have this data. This parameter is necessary for the correct
construction of the block scheme and it is taken into account when importing the elements of external
orientation, so for these purposes it makes sense to find the minimum/maximum height of the specified
terrain.
After creating the project, it is possible to go directly to the stage of the formation for the unit –
downloading and configuring images.
5.3.1.2
Forming the images block of the project
At the stage of forming the block in PHOTOMOD Core, it is produced entering the routes and
images of the project. If it is necessary, images can be processed using radiometric correction, deployed
or rearranged within the route or between routes.
The stage of block formation is the following:
- adding routes;
- adding images;
- editing the block.

Figure 26 - The procedure for adding an image
To form the block in PHOTOMOD Core, the following basic functionalities are realized:
- editor of block – the main window displaying the list of created routes and images loaded into
the project and containing all necessary tools for loading images u1080 and editing the block of
images;
- the menu «Block» containing the commands for forming the block of images.
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All images loaded in the routes are displayed in the window «Scheme of block» (2D window).
Working with the list in the window «Editor of block» and with the images in the window «Scheme of
block» is synchronized (synchronous addition, movement, deletion, allocation of routes and images).

Figure 27 - Processing the scheme of block
Also for working at the stage of project formation, toolbars can be used:
- tools for group selection of images in the window «Scheme of block»;
- formation of block – auxiliary toolbar, partially duplicating the menu commands «Block».
After the formation of block for images of the project, it is possible to proceed to the measurement
stage of the network – the implementation of internal and mutual orientation.
5.3.2
Measurement of network
After the project and the network have been created (downloading and configuring of project
images), it is possible to begin collecting data for building route and block networks of spatial phototriangulation. After collecting all necessary initial data, the block of the photo-triangulation is equalized.
The ultimate goal of the work on the construction and equalization of the networks for the phototriangulation is the determination of the values for the elements of the external orientation for the images,
which are used in the subsequent photogrammetric processing.
The following data are used to construct the photo-triangulation networks:
- elements of internal orientation – the values of parameters that determine the position and
orientation for the coordinate system of the image relative to the coordinate system of the digital
image. Internal orientation of pictures is the obligatory stage;
- elements of mutual orientation – the results of measurements for the tie points on the images of
the block;
- results of measurements for control points on the images of the block;
- elements of external orientation calculated by on-board systems GPS/IMU.
The elements of the external orientation are the coordinates of the projection centers and 3 angles,
which together determine the actual position of the images in space. If external orientation data is
available, it is possible to import them. If the accuracy of imported external orientation elements is
satisfactory, then it is possible to go immediately to the processing stage – stereo vectorization, DTM
construction, orthomosaic creation. Otherwise, it is necessary to clarify the position of the images in
space along the tie points, (i.e., perform mutual orientation), and also on the reference points.
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Figure 28 - The sequence for building a network of triangulation
In the absence of on-board external orientation data, the task of collecting data to equalize the
network is reduced to measuring the network, which implies:
- input and measurement of reference points;
- mutual orientation of images (measurement of tie points on stereo-pairs and in triple
overlapping areas and measurement of inter-route tie points).
After each step of the data collection work for the photo-triangulation, it is performed the accuracy
control and the error elimination.
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5.3.3
Network alignment
The module of block networks for photo-triangulation – PHOTOMOD Solver is designed to
equalize airphoto and scanner image blocks after performing data collection for photo-triangulation –
internal and mutual orientation data, reference point measurement data.
The minimum requirement for performing block equalization is the presence of internal and mutual
orientation for the block of images, i.e., you can even call the block without geo-referencing data in a free
model, and then proceed immediately to the processing of the project. Thus, at the time of obtaining the
coordinates for the reference points, the main work with the project can be completed. Then it will be
necessary to measure the reference points and re-align the block in the selected coordinate system, as a
result, all the project processing data (vector objects, TINs, matrix of heights) created in the free model
will be transformed into the selected geodetic system.
When the module is started, the main window is opened for the first time and the collected data is
automatically downloaded at the network measurement stage.
Setting the parameters and adjustment methods depends on the type of project – Central projection
(for images taken by cameras), Space scanner imagery (for images obtained by scanner systems such as
SPOT, ASTER, IRS, IKONOS, Resource, etc.), ADS 40 (for scanner images) received by the digital
sensor ADS 40 (80).
The alignment of the central projection image block (aero-photographs, near-survey images, space
images of the central projection) involves presetting the adjustment parameters – determination of
coordinate system (CS), selection of the adjustment method, adjustment of the basic adjustment
parameters, adjustment of the report parameters and determination of error tolerances.
To equalize the block of central projection images, the module provides the following equalization
methods:
- the initial approximation by the method of independent routes or block scheme is used mainly to
detect gross errors, such as incorrectly set coordinates of control points, positioning error of tie
points, etc.;
- the method of independent stereo-pairs is used to improve the accuracy of the equalization
results obtained in calculating the initial approximation; to identify more «subtle» errors and, in
case of satisfactory results, for a final adjustment;
- the method of ligaments is used for the final adjustment of the block.
Regardless of the method chosen, the block for central projection images provides the possibility of
equalization in a free model (without geo-referencing). The construction of a free model is used in the
absence for control points or their insufficient number at the time of block adjustment. As data for the
adjustment in the free model, only the data of internal orientation and mutual orientation are used
(measured tie points). Building a free model allows to proceed to project processing (vectorization,
construction of TIN and height matrices). After measuring the reference points and adjusting the block in
the selected coordinate system, all project processing data (vector objects, TIN and height matrix) created
in the free model will be transformed into the selected geodetic coordinate system.
Adjustment of the block for scanner images after performing internal orientation and measurement
of the reference ones presupposes preliminary setting of parameters which set depends on the algorithm
for processing space scanner data: strict, universal or RPC methods.
Also, when setting the adjustment parameters, a separate mode is provided for adjusting the block
of scanner images obtained by the digital sensor ADS 40 (80) – a scanner filming system, which is
installed on aircraft carriers.
In some cases, it is convenient to make the adjustment in external programs and then import the
adjustment results into DPS PHOTOMOD.
The accuracy of the geodetic coordinates for the reference points and the elements of the external
orientation (photographic centers and angles: Omega, Phi and Kappa) are specified in the catalogs of
reference points and external orientation elements. When exporting, it is possible to adjust them by
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specifying their weights (default is 1). In the output file, the accuracy value will be divided by the
specified weight.
When importing from the project AeroSys, it is sufficient to select the name and path of the
AeroSys project (file with the extension AER) in the corresponding field.
To import from PAT-B data of two types – rotation matrix and angles, marking the necessary
option in the import window.
At import from PAT-B it is possible to make some additional recalculations of the initial data (to
draw focus, to draw a matrix).
5.3.4
Construction of digital relief model and orthophotomaps
After performing the network adjustment, it is possible to proceed the project processing stage,
which includes the following options:
- stereo-vectorization of images – creation of vector objects;
- DMR construction in the form of the irregular network for triangles TIN;
- DMR construction in the form of the heights matrix DEM;
- building the orthophotomap.
5.3.4.1
Stereovectoring
There are two stereo modes: anaglyphic and shutter glasses.
Anaglyphic stereo image is formed by displaying the left and right images of a stereo-pair for
conditionally «red» and «blue» filters. To view and measure an anaglyphic stereo model, special spectral
anaglyph glasses with the same filters are used. Anaglyphic mode of stereometry is convenient in that it
does not impose any requirements on the monitor and video card. The inconvenience of anaglyphic stereo
is the impossibility of full-fledged work with color images and some obscuration of the image due to the
use of color filters in glasses.
The shutter glasses are glasses on liquid crystals, synchronized with the vertical scanning of the
monitor. DPS PHOTOMOD supports on the frame mode of stereometry with the use of shutter glasses.
The technology of stereovectorization includes the following stages:
- creation or import of a code table (division of objects into thematic layers, sub-layers, codes);
- creation of tables for attributes (additional semantic information tied to objects);
- stereovectorization for individual stereo-pairs or groups of stereo-pairs.
- stitching of objects;
- checking of topology;
- export of vector objects to GIS.
Vectorization of the raster image for the terrain and the acquisition of 3D objects in the stereo mode
is carried out in the module PHOTOMOD StereoDraw, which contains a complete set of editing tools for
the created data, their topological matching, division into thematic layers, and binding their attributes to
the records in the classifier (code table).
5.3.4.2

Constructing DMR (digital matrix of relief) in the form for an irregular network of TIN
triangles
The main type of digital terrain model is the irregular spatial triangle network – TIN (Triangulated
Irregular Network). TIN can be transformed into a regular network with the formation of a matrix of
heights or it is represented as a set of contours (isohypses, isobaths or other isolines).
TIN (irregular spatial network of triangles) in DPS PHOTOMOD is based on the base layers
containing vector objects – points, polylines and polygons, and it is rebuilt «on fly» when editing the base
vector layers. In addition, when creating TIN, it is possible to include the construction of quasihorizontals – isolines with a specified step, passing through the sides of the triangles TIN. Quasi-horizons
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are an integral part of TIN and also dynamically reconfigured with TIN when editing vector objects of
base layers.
TIN does not exist without «vectors» and it can not be edited (directly the edges and vertices of the
network triangles), since TIN contains only relative paths to the base layers, as well as the step of the
quasi-horizontals. When saving/opening TIN, all base vector layers are saved/loaded.
The procedure for creating the irregular spatial triangle network (TIN) is as follows:
- formation of basic vector layers;
- determination of TIN boundaries;
- building TIN;
- viewing, monitoring accuracy and «editing» TIN.
Preparing the base layers for creating TIN involves defining a set of layers with vector objects
(points, polylines and polygons) obtained as a result of stereovectorization.
As a basis for TIN, vector layers can also be used, containing:
- pickets – point objects created on a relief on the regular grid or in any order;
- structural lines – vector polylines/polygons digitized along characteristic extended relief forms
(such as fore, ridge and thalweg), as well as along roads;
- points of triangulation – connecting/control/reference points obtained at the network
measurement stage.
After preparing the basic layers, defining the boundaries of TIN, it is possible to proceed the
construction of TIN. The built-in TIN will be dynamically rebuilt with any editing of vector objects for
those layers, on the basis of which it is built.
TIN is stored in the profile resources in a file with the extension x-tin, which contains relative paths
to vector resources-base layers, as well as the step of quasi-horizontals. When saving TIN, the base
layers, if they are not saved, are saved automatically.
TIN is loaded along with the base vector layers (if they are not already opened).
It is possible to load multiple TINs by placing them in separate layers.
Checking the topology of TIN is to find nearby TIN vertices, i.e. nearby vector points or vertices of
polylines/polygons of base layers that form the vertices of triangles TIN.
Correction of the topology consists in removing or combining the found nearby vertices (i.e. editing
points or vertices of vector objects). The combination (union) of points is the convergence of closely
spaced points with the formation of a common point in a new location.
5.3.4.3
Constructing DMR (digital matrix of relief) in the form of elevation matrix DEM
The initial data for creating a regular elevation model (DEM – Digital Elevation Model) can be:
TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network), regular or irregular pickets (point vector objects), as well as any
vector objects.
The height matrix is saved to a file with the extension x-dem.
The height matrix is built in PHOTOMOD Core. The size of the matrix cell is set to a multiple of
the specified pixel size of the orthophotomap. The recommended relationship between these quantities
(which is called the size of the interpolation cell) is 20-40. For example, if the size of the orthophoto pixel
required by the user is 0.3 (m) and the ratio is set to 20, then the cell size of the height matrix is 6 (m) in
the construction. The southern and western boundaries of the height matrix are set equal to the
corresponding boundaries for the block of sheets. Then a matrix of heights is constructed.
The operation for monitoring the accuracy of the height matrix TIN is used to compare the height
matrix with TIN. For each vertex, TIN-a, it is calculated the deviation along the coordinate Z from the
height matrix.
In some cases, it may be necessary to compare the height matrix with vector objects that were not
the original data for constructing the height matrix, i.e. they were not the basic layers for creating the
TIN, which in turn was built, a matrix of heights was built. Or they were not regular or irregular pickets
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on which this matrix was built. In the same way, the matrix could be obtained from external sources and it
became necessary to estimate its accuracy with respect to the existing «vectors». Or, on the contrary, it
became necessary to evaluate vector objects by «the reference» matrix of heights.
If the triangulation points were not used at any stage to construct the height matrix as a result, it is
possible to analyze the deviations of the heights matrix by the coordinate Z at the triangulation points.
5.3.4.4
Creating the orthophotomap
When building an orthophotomap, it is necessary to set the block boundaries and sheet size, the size
of the orthophotomap pixel, the scale of the map, and the format of the output file and the type of
geolocation of the output image. The relief model is usually built in the same project. Therefore, the input
data is also TIN and a set of structural lines embedded in TIN.
PHOTOMOD Mosaic is started from DPS PHOTOMOD. In the window of the program Parameters
for PHOTOMOD Mosaic, the parameters «Pixel size» and «Matrix of Heights» are set. If there are
objects on the initial images that rise above the topography (for example, bridges), then it is necessary to
download the describing them 3D-vectors and turn on the option «Use structural lines». Otherwise, they
may be deformed («bending») on the orthophoto. It is also necessary that these same vectors are
embedded in the original TIN.

Figure 29 - The program PHOTOMOD Mosaic
Typically, the original images have significant brightness and color differences, and additional
processing is necessary to obtain a visually continuous orthophotomap.
To do this, the window «Options» (Parameters) provides global and local brightness adjustment
options. Global alignment is necessary if the neighboring block images differ in brightness and color tone
from each other. In this case, the medium brightness option is used. Local alignment eliminates the
brightness trends within each snapshot with respect to neighboring images.
Also, in most cases, it is recommended to use the option – Smoothing of alignment lines to equalize
the differences at the boundaries of alignment for individual images.
In accordance with the rules of the cuts, the regions of transformation (cuts) on the original images
are created. At the same stage, unnecessary images are excluded from the project, and it is specified the
order of including the remaining images («top-bottom») in the resulting mosaic.
If the resultant orthophotomap is to be cut into sheets, it is necessary to select the option of
Sequential division into sheets and go to the window «Parameters of sheets», which sets the southern and
western borders of the sheet unit, and their sizes. After clicking the button «Apply» the system
automatically calculates the number of sheets. After that, it is possible to correct the number of sheets in
accordance with the requirements and, clicking the button «OK», close the windows «Parameters of
sheets» and «Options».
Next, it is necessary to build a preview image and to make sure that all sheets are inside the
boundaries of the height matrix. If this is not the case, then it is possible to correct the relief model in the
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direction of greater coverage. Otherwise, on the pages that do not completely enter the matrix of heights,
there will be areas filled with a background.
If the preview image shows that the brightness and color differences between individual images are
not completely eliminated, it is necessary to change the local or global brightness adjustment type. Also,
it is possible to rebuild cuts near unsatisfactory areas – this will affect the local alignment and will
achieve the required quality of the orthoimage brightness.
On the tab «Orthophoto», it is specified the parameters for compressing the output file (if
necessary), the background color and the type of the georeference file. Pressing the button «Zoom»
(Scale) opens an additional window in which it is possible to set the denominator of the scale for the
resulting orthophotomap and recalculate its dimensions and resolution.
After that, it is possible to build the orthophotomap, sliced (if necessary) on sheets.
The output orthophotomap can be saved/exported to the following formats by selecting the
appropriate format from the drop-down list:
- Tag Image File Format (TIFF) – allows you to save the output image as with JPEG by
compressing the raster, and without it;
- Windows Bitmap File (BMP);
- VectOr (RSW) – raster format of DPS PHOTOMOD VectOr;
- GeoTIFF – TIFF format containing special sections («tags») for recording information about
geo-reference;
- ERDAS IMAGINE (IMG);
- JPEG (JPEG);
- PNG (PNG);
- DGN (DGN);
- PCIDSK (PIX).
After selecting the file save path and its format, click the button «Save» to start the orthophotomap
creation process. This will save not only the file with orthophotomap, but also the georeferencing file
accompanying it.
After building, it is opened the window of output orthophotomap, if it is checked the option «Open
automatically the file with mosaic».
5.4

Creating and updating the digital maps

5.4.1
Automated interpretation and vectorization of remote sensing data
The complex of automated interpretation and vectorization of remote sensing data, developed on the
basis of GIS Panorama, it is designed for automatic vectorization of linear and area objects based on color
raster images of the Earth's surface.
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Figure 30 - Source snapshot for vectorization of the road network
The process for automatic vectorization consists of the following main stages:
- preliminary processing of a raster;
- classification;
- raster classification processing;
- transformation of a raster into a vector;
- vector processing.
Pre-processing is an optional step, including scaling and raster filtering. Scaling allows you to
significantly speed up processing with excessive resolution of the picture. Filtering reduces image noise,
which has a positive effect on recognition results.
Classification is the process of determining the belonging of individual pixels of the original raster
to a particular recognizable object. The classification consists of three main stages. At the first stage, the
user determines the training samples – indicates the areas in the image that uniquely belong to the
recognized objects. Then the classifier is trained – the process of identifying and remembering the
statistical deciphering characteristics inherent in the identifiable objects. These data are used in the
classification itself – determining whether individual pixels of the original raster belong to the recognized
object.
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Figure 31 - Result of classification for the road network
Calculation of statistical deciphering characteristics, during training and classification, is performed
for a sliding window. When learning, the window moves within the training samples, when classified on
the rest of the picture. As used statistical deciphering spectral characteristics (average color) and textural
characteristics (contrast, energy, correlation).
The result of the classification is the raster of the classification – the raster of the belonging for the
pixels of the original raster to this or that recognizable object.
Raster classification contains a lot of noise – incorrectly classified pixels. They can be filtered based
on the assumption that the density of the arrangement for incorrectly classified pixels is less than
correctly classified.

Figure 32 - Result of vectorization for the road network
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For this, morphological operations are used – changing the binary state of a pixel, based on an
analysis of the state of its neighbors. These operations include:
- erosion – the replacement of one pixel by zero, if there is at least one zero pixel nearby;
- extension – the replacement of a zero pixel by one if there is at least one single pixel nearby;
- removal of small areas – replacement of eight-connected local groups of single pixels by zeros,
if the number of pixels is less than the tolerance;
- filling small holes – replacing the eight-connected local groups of zero pixels by ones, if the
number of pixels is less than the tolerance.
After processing, the classification grid is converted into a set of vector objects – lines or areas.
During the conversion in the line, there are created non-overlapping linear objects. When converting into
the squares, there are created area objects with common parts of the contour.
At the final stage, the recognized objects are combined or deleted, based on the analysis of their
mutual arrangement. The combined network of objects is jointly smoothed and filtered before saving to
the created map.

Figure 33 - Source snapshot for vectorization of hydrography and vegetation
When updating digital maps, the existing object contours are used to automatically learn the
decryption and vectorization program. If it is necessary, the operator can select individual sections that
fall on the most characteristic images of the decryptable objects.
The program compares the contours of objects and their corresponding image areas, remembers the
image properties and performs refinement of the contours for objects along the real boundaries of areas
with similar image properties.
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Figure 34 - The result of automated decoding and vectorization for area objects
At the same time, new objects are created in those places of the image, where will be found areas
close to the visual properties.
5.4.2
Processing of multispectral images
In addition to the Earth images in the optical range, multispectral images are processed to create and
update DTM. Multispectral images are processed in format files GeoTIFF without additional conversion
to the internal format RSW. GeoTIFF files must contain tags with the projection parameters and the
image coordinate system (EPSG code), and the coordinates of georeference. Pictures can contain any
number of channels, the description of one channel can take up to 16 bits per point.
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Figure 35 - Spectral properties for the image
Processing of multispectral images is performed in the task «Complex of processing for
multispectral images». The processing means allow to study the characteristics of the image (spectral
properties, histogram) and to select parameters for displaying individual channels or their combination in
a form that provides identification of deciphering features for objects and digitization of their contours.

Figure 36 - Histogram of the brightness for the multispectral image
After studying the basic properties of the images, the display parameters are determined. Two
display modes are available:
- RGB mode;
- vegetation index.
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Figure 37 - Selecting the display options and saving to format RSW
In RGB mode, it is necessary to specify the channel numbers corresponding to blue, green and red
colors. Channel numbers are specified by the camera manufacturer. Sometimes it is useful to choose a
different combination of channels for highlighting the necessary characteristics on the pictures. It is
possible to disable one of the channels by selecting «No» in the list of available channels.
The vegetation index is an indicator computed from the values of brightness in different spectral
ranges, which characterizes the state of vegetation. Usually, red and infrared channels are used to estimate
vegetation, due to the peculiarities of light reflection by chlorophyll in these ranges.
The calculated index is displayed in color from the palette. It is possible to use a predefined gray or
color palette, or load it from RSW (terrain) or MTQ (quality matrix) files.
The image with the current settings can be saved to RSW file for automatic decoding and
vectorization. In RGB mode, the image is stored in RSW with a color depth of 24 bits (8 bits per 3
channels). The vegetation index can also be stored in the matrix of qualities MTQ, in which the real value
of the vegetation index is recorded without bringing it to the range of the palette.
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Figure 38 - Multispectral image in RGB mode
In addition to assessing the vegetative activity, displaying vegetative indices with a previously
tuned palette allows improving the deciphering properties of the multispectral image. To adjust the
display palette, the fact is used that different types of surfaces have different values of the vegetation
index.
Table 12 - NDVI vegetation index values for different types of surface
Object type

NDVI value

Thick vegetation

0,7

Infrequent vegetation

0,5

Open soil

0,025

Clouds

0

Snow and ice

-0,05

Water

-0,25

Artificial materials (concrete, asphalt)

-0,5
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Figure 39 - Multispectral image in the mode of vegetative index
The standard color palette of the channel display control dialog is configured to display the index
NDVI in such a way as to distinguish objects of four types – vegetation, soil, snow, water. To perform
research on specific materials and types of underlying surface, it is possible to change the display of index
palette. In this case, it is possible to find objects in the image that are not visible in RGB or combined
display mode.
5.4.3
Processing of laser scanning data
The data of air laser scanning and remote sensing are the array («point cloud») containing the
spatial coordinates of the points (X, Y, Z) and the intensity of the laser reflection. The array contains
point identifiers (GPS time), as well as the coordinates of the first and last reflections (the last reflection
belongs to the Earth's surface).
By means of GIS Panorama, air laser scanning data is loaded into the file of digital irregular point
model (MTD model).

Figure 40 - Classification of the laser scanning data
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Figure 41 - Displaying the laser scanning data in 3D
The image of MTD-model can be combined with the image of updated DTM and various types of
terrain images in two-dimensional and three-dimensional form, which facilitates the decoding of various
terrain objects in the images.
The MTD terrain model can also be used for interactive creation and updating of DTM with the
formation of the three-dimensional object metric. By means of GIS Panorama, an automatic construction
of contour isolines (contour lines) can be performed.
5.4.4
Creating and updating the objects of plan-elevation basis
Elements of plan-elevation basis are formed, if this is stipulated by the requirements of the technical
assignment for the performance of work.
Plan-elevation basis of DTM can be created in the following ways:
- in the process of photogrammetric processing for photographic materials;
- drawing of points for plan-elevation basis by processing the digital catalog of coordinates for
geodetic points.
If the plan-elevation basis was created at the stage of photogrammetric processing for photographic
materials, then the objects of the plan-elevation basis should be transferred to the updated (created) map.
To do this, add a custom map of the plan-elevation basis to the map being updated, allocate all
objects on the map of the plan-elevation basis and perform the transfer of the allocated objects to the map.
If you copy objects to a work area consisting of several sheets, the program itself will decompose
the objects into sheets.
The application of points for the plan-elevation basis by processing the digital catalog of geodetic
coordinates for points can be performed from the formats SXF, GML, TXT, DBF, XLS and others.
Geocoding tools in the task «Database» allow to apply objects from a database of different formats.
For the points of State Geodesic Network, the dots of the survey network, it is necessary to fill in
the value of the characteristic «Degree of high-altitude domination» (code 16).
5.4.5
Creating and updating the land-relief objects
The landform is formed in the form of height matrices (DEM) and the irregular network of triangles
(TIN) created at the stage for preparation of the Earth remote sensing materials in the software of DPS
PHOTOMOD.
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Formation of contour lines on DTM is carried out, if this is stipulated by the requirements of the
technical assignment for the performance of work.
Horizontals are formed within the boundaries of one or more matrices, according to the parameters,
set by the user.
The contours are constructed in two stages:
- processing of the matrix of heights for a relief;
- construction of contours.
The stages are independent and in physical essence they represent two independent processes. The
purpose for processing the matrix of relief heights is to smooth out the relief forms and refine the values
of the nodes at local sites in the area of elevation and hydrographic objects. The purpose for forming
contours is the automatic construction of the relief contour metric according to its representation in the
form of a regular grid for heights.
Horizontals can be formed within the whole region by the available matrix data and by a specified
area. To select the construction area, the buttons in the group «Output map» are: «All area» (Entire Area),
«Inside the frame», «Inside the outline» and «Inside the object». By default, it is set the construction area
«All area» (Entire Area). When selecting the build area within the frame, it is necessary to specify a
rectangular construction area. When selecting the construction area inside the contour, it is necessary to
specify an arbitrary closed area, and when building the object inside it, an area or closed linear object is
created.
Before starting the formation of contours, it is necessary to perform the following actions:
- specify the name of the output file;
- select the area for contouring;
- specify parameters for processing matrix data and constructing contours.
Initially, processing parameters are set by default, but often there is a need to change them.
In order to obtain the planned position of the lines for equal values of the characteristic, it is
possible to construct isolines along a set of picket points. The characteristic for obtaining isolines can be
stored in the semantics of the picket points or in the associated database table. The user must specify the
composition of the picket points being processed and the location of the construction characteristic. The
composition of the processed picket points can be set either by means of the map editor, before calling the
application, or by setting the filter of the processed objects in the task dialog. In the event that the
characteristic of contouring is located in the database table, it is necessary at first to link the picket points
to the corresponding table records.
The formation of isolines is performed within the boundaries of a set for picket points. This
approach to solving the problem allows obtaining reliable information that excludes extrapolation errors
beyond the limits of the set.
The construction of isolines is performed in several stages:
- construction of Delaunay triangulation by the picket points;
- construction of sections;
- tracking of the contour (isolines) by sections;
- smoothing the contours (isolines).
As a result of the program, a user map is created, with the name specified by the user, into which
the formed isolines are placed.
Microforms of the relief are formed at the stage of stereovectorization in the process of
photogrammetric processing of the Earth remote sensing for the materials and according to the results of
field work.
5.4.5.1
Rules for the formation of ravines and gullies
1) All the objects forming it (cliffs, double gullies) are included in the contour of the ravine, except
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for linear gullies.
2) Ravine and gullies, expressed in the scale of the map, are described as area objects.
3) Gullies, represented in one line, are described along the center line of the object.
4) If ravines and gullies of the significant extension for the characteristics «Width», «Depth», or
the height of the cliffs (for ravines) is changed, then in the semantic description of these objects
it is necessary to consider the following:
- if the cliff, which is an integral part of the ravine, has a characteristic of height, and there are no
other characteristics in the ravine, then the height of the cliff is also the depth of the ravine;
- for gullies consisting of a set of cliffs and having height characteristics, as well as area gullies
with characteristics of width and depth, the maximum value of the cliff height is assigned as the
generalized depth, and the characteristic «Width» is not formed;
- in the presence of ravines (gullies) for several values of the characteristics «Depth», «Width»,
maximum values are taken as generalized values.
5) The bottom of the surface for dry channels and depressions of dried lakes is described by the
objects of the content element «Vegetation cover and soils». For linear dry channels and clefts
having branches, the object of the greatest extent is taken as the main one.
6) A group of karst funnels is described by the object «Areas of karst spreading» (code 22242000)
along a line passing through the boundary elements of the extreme objects «Karst funnels».
7) In the description of landslides, expressed in the scale of the map, the objects «Cliff (earthen)»
are additionally described.
8) Landslides that are not expressed in the map scale are described as a linear object along the
center line of the object.
9) When describing the object «Rocks and rocky cliffs», its separate areas are distinguished as
independent objects, homogeneous by image (light or shadow sides of rocks). The boundaries of
the sections are the lines passing along the foot of the cliffs (thalwegs) and the watershed (the
breakage brooks). If it is impossible to unequivocally divide the situation into independent
objects, then a single object is described.
10) If rocky precipices (screes) are located on two sides of linear rivers, dry channels (in one or two
lines), then they are described by independent objects.
11) Lava flows, ice cliffs, expressed in the scale of the map, are described along a line passing
through the boundary points of the object.
12) The object «Outcrops of fossil ice» (code 22140000) is the outcrops of underground ice covered
with a layer of soil.
13) The objects «Ice cliffs» (code 22151000) are cliffs on glaciers, as well as in places of iceberg
formation.
14) Separation of objects into mounds and hillocks is not performed, the object is described as
«Barrows and hillocks» (code 22520000).
15) If the breakage image is intersected by conventional signs of linear hydrographic objects, a
gully, the break is described by a single object without dividing into independent objects.
5.4.6
Creation and updating of hydrographic objects and hydraulic structures
1) The objects of hydrography and hydraulic structures are formed taking into account the
following rules.
2) The main reason for the division of watercourses and reservoirs into independent objects is the
change in the nature of localization.
3) In all cases when describing objects belonging to the classification group «Hydrography», the
presence of places for rupture or intersection of the graphic representation for the shoreline of
water bodies and waterways with conventional signs of hydraulic engineering or road structures
is not a basis for the formation of independent hydrographic objects.
4) As a boundary of the area objects belonging to the classification groups «Ponds» and
«Watercourses», the boundary is adopted by the coastline.
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5) Oceans and seas are not described by independent objects, except for cases of their unique
localization (for example, the Black Sea). The water surface, consisting of oceans and seas with
their own names, is described by the object «Oceans and seas» (code 31110000).
6) The areas of water surfaces located on salt mines are described as follows: on seas, lakes – are
included in the contour of the main object; separately located, as well as adjacent to water
bodies, but clearly not included in its outline, are described by the code of lakes.
7) The objects of hydrography, which boundaries can not be uniquely determined (for example:
bays, harbors, straits, etc.), are not described by an independent object.
5.4.6.1
Rules for the formation of ponds
1) The division of hydrography objects into lakes, reservoirs, ponds, basins is performed according
to the characteristics of the kind for objects. Individual reservoirs that do not have
characteristics of the kind for objects are described as follows:
- objects of regular geometric shape, located inside urban settlements or on their outskirts, are
described as pools;
- water bodies located on rivers and having hydraulic structures (dams) are described as
reservoirs;
- water bodies with natural boundaries, without hydraulic structures are described as lakes.
2) Lakes and reservoirs on rivers with an area character of localization are allocated to independent
objects, if they have their own name.
3) Basins describe only objects that have corresponding characteristics.
4) The name of a group for lakes is not the name of its own specific lake and is not a basis for the
formation of a characteristic with code 9 for it.
5) Fish nurseries are described as «Pond» (code 31132000).
6) The contour of reservoirs bounded by linear dams or dams is the center line of these objects.
7) If the group of lakes with salty and bitter-salt water is specified the general characteristic of
«salt lakes» or «bitter salt lakes», this characteristic is assigned to each object that is part of the
group.
8) The boundaries of the reservoirs under construction are described in accordance with the image
of the object on OCT (original cartographic material). The facilities located in the flooded area
of the reservoirs under construction are described by independent objects in full volume.
9) The value «Absolute height» (code 4) of characteristic for area lakes and reservoirs (ponds) is
automatically formed.
10) When describing rivers (streams) and canals (ditches), the main and minor objects should be
correctly distinguished.
5.4.6.2
Rules for the formation of rivers and streams
1) The separation of watercourses into rivers and streams is not carried out. They are described by
the same code 31410000.
2) The kind of objects are described in characteristic 9 together with the object's own name.
3) The sections of the main river bed that differ in the nature of the localization and type of
watercourse, the transport value (navigable and non-navigable), as well as lakes and reservoirs
that enter the river system are described as independent objects with the formation of nodal
points at the junctions of linear objects to each other and linear to area objects.
4) If the river has its own name and it is divided into separate sections by the type of watercourse
(drying up, etc.), then each section of the river is specified its own name.
5) When a large river flows into the seas (lakes), and when the latter merge with each other, the
boundary of the corresponding objects is considered to be a straight line connecting the points
of maximum curvature for the coastline at the point of confluence. If large rivers flowing into
the seas (lakes) have a wide delta with a large number of channels, then the boundary separating
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the corresponding objects passes along a broken line connecting the tangent island of the delta
(from the side of the reservoir) and further along the shortest distance to the shore line.

Figure 42 - Example of passage for the boundary when entering the sea (lakes) of large rivers
6) Formation for objects during the confluence of rivers (streams), which have the same
localization character, and also in the absence of their own names, is carried out in such way
that the main stream is the river (stream), which has the greatest extent. For channels and
ditches, the longest, and then the remaining, smaller channels and ditches are also allocated in a
separate object, taking into account the minimization of the number for objects.
7) If it is impossible to uniquely determine the source of the river (stream), which has its own
name, then as such an object with the appropriate name is chosen the most extensive
watercourse from its source to the mouth. The other rivers (streams) stand out as its tributaries.
8) On rivers with a large number of ducts, islands, bays, etc., a mainstream must necessarily be
distinguished, which has:
- the proper name of the river;
- the least curvature and length;
- the greatest width and depth;
- there are fewer islands, shallows, shoals, etc. in it.
9) Area and linear (represented in two lines) channels, including those having their own names, are
described by one object with an area river, if the exclusion from the main channel of the river
channel leads to a significant disturbance of the characteristics characteristic for a specified
watercourse (width, islands, etc.).
10) Linear ducts, depicted in one line, are described by the object «River».
11) Separately located old river (old river beds), as well as old river, connected with the main
channel by a linear channel, are described by the object «Lake».
12) Rivers that have steep banks without a beach are described as area objects.
13) The basis for the allocation of navigable sections for rivers is the availability of data on the
commencement for regular navigation
14) Sewer sections of rivers are described as «Rivers» (code 31410000), if their channel is laid long
the thalweg. When passing such objects not by thalweg, they are described by one of the objects
of the group «Canals» (depending on navigation and the type for strengthening of bank slopes).

1, 2 – river; 2, 3, 4 – channel
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Figure 43 - Example for the division of the watercourse into rivers and canals
15) The separation of artificial waterways into channels and ditches is not carried out.
16) Shipping channels are determined by additional information, in the absence of data, the channel
is considered to be non-navigational.
17) When describing the seas, the water edge is 0 m except for: The Aral Sea is 39.0 m; The
Caspian Sea -28.0 m; The Black and The Azov seas -0.4m.
18) Shore lines of all types are described by independent objects with the appropriate
characteristics, in cases provided for by Editorial Technical Guidelines (ETG) on the area where
the digital map was created.
19) Dams with the vector character for localization are objects of minimal size.
20) Dams with a linear character for localization are described by a sequence of coordinates of the
points of the center line.
21) Dams with an area character for localization are described by a sequence of coordinates for
points of a line passing through the elements that make up the object and closing.
22) Gateways, expressed on a map scale, are described along the coastline of the river (canal) and
the outer gate.
23) Gateways with a linear character for localization are described by a sequence of coordinates for
points of a line passing along the axis of the main object (river, canal), between the outer gates
of the lock.
24) The semantic part for the description of the object «Gateway» is entered all the information
relating to this object and its parts (gateway gate and lock chamber).
25) Gate for locks are described by the coordinates of two points for intersection of the conventional
sign with the coastlines of the river. To the semantic part of the object, only the «Proper name»
is entered from the information relating to this object.
26) Objects depicted by the conventional sign of embankments, if they can not be unambiguously
assigned to the objects of the road network, are described by the objects of the «Dam»,
«Historical Shafts» (code 22231000) or «Other Shafts» (code 22232000), depending on the
context of use a conventional sign.
27) The objects «Moles and berths» (code 32230000) with a linear character of the localization are
described by a sequence of coordinates of the characteristic points of the center line, chosen at
the points of inflection of this line.
28) The objects «Moles and quays» with an area character of localization are described by a
sequence of coordinates of the points of their boundary line and the closing one.
29) The objects «Anchorages, piers without equipped berths» (code 32250000) and «Wharfs
without equipped berths» (code 32251000) are described by two points: the first is the nearest
point of the shoreline, and the second is the location of the anchorage. In this case, the first point
is the point of the coastal line of the nearest settlement, a building on the shore or a road that is
suitable for the shoreline.
30) On the plans of cities with a scale of 1:10 000, the object «Moorings without equipped berths»
(code 32251000) describes the situation when the parking lot is located near the coastline, and
the object «Anchorage parking» (code 32252000) describes the situation when parking is placed
on some distance from the coast (in bays, in the roadstead).
31) Characteristic Own name» (code 9) for objects «Anchorages, piers without equipped berths»
(code 32250000), «Moorings without equipped berths» (code 32251000) and «Anchorages»
(code 32252000) is formed if the object has its own name.
32) The lines connecting the opposite banks of a reservoir or a watercourse at the points of the
beginning and end of the crossing are described in the objects «Railway ferries» (code
33111000), «Automotive ferries» (code 33112000) and «Auto-ferries» (codes 33113000,
33113100, 33113200).
33) Ferry crossings, transports and roads approaching to them are metrically connected with each
other.
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5.4.6.3
Rules for the formation of islands
1) The islands expressed on a map scale are described by the corresponding object (code
34000000) in the case when their territory is completely located within the map sheet.
2) The islands expressed on the map scale are described twice: independently under the island code
and as the internal contour of the hydrographic object (the sea, lakes, reservoirs, rivers, etc.)
within which the island is located.
3) In the presence of the island's own name (when their territory is completely located within the
map sheet), they are described as an independent object, regardless of what hydrographic
objects they are formed, – linear or area.
4) At the same time, the boundary of the islands formed by linear arms for rivers passes along the
axial line of these objects.
5) Islands without proper names, formed by linear arms (ducts) of rivers (depicted both in one line,
and with parallel banks), independent objects are not described.
6) The name for a group of islands is not the name of its own particular island and for this reason it
is not assigned to any of the islands for the group.
7) For the islands where statehood is known, the characteristic «State affiliation» is formed
(code85).
5.4.7

Creating and updating the objects of human settlements

5.4.7.1
Rules for the formation of human settlement objects
1) The formation of settlements on DTM formed using the following types of objects:
- «Cities» (code 41100000);
- «Settlements» (code 41200000);
- «Individual yards (farms)» (code 42200000);
- «Destroyed settlements» (code 43300000);
- «Summer and garden plots» (code 43400000);
- «Part of the settlement» (code 45400000).
2) For settlements with a block (common) building, the boundary is the polygon line passing along
the boundaries of the contours:
- blocks (rows) of the specified settlement;
- the streets that go beyond the blocks (both having a building and without it);
- separate buildings (structures) that are territorially included in the composition of the settlement;
- the areas of housing construction;
- buildings and structures of industrial, agricultural, social and cultural facilities located on the
outskirts of the described settlement.
Individual buildings are covered by a contour line, passing at a minimum distance from the
buildings image.
3) For an inhabited locality adjacent to natural or artificial objects (lake, river, forest, railway, etc.),
the boundary at the junction is the line of the linear object or the contour line for the area object
with the obligatory coordination of the metric description.
4) The adjacent settlements, if there is no information on the official border between them, are
described by separate objects, and the boundary between them is based on the type of settlement
(city, town, etc.), the number of inhabitants (directly proportional to the population size
separated territories) and politico-administrative significance. At the same time, the border
between such settlements is conducted in such way that the blocks and buildings are not divided
into parts by the line being conducted.
5) For settlements that have unsystematic and dispersed buildings, the boundary is the line that
runs through their outermost structures.
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Figure 44 - Example of formation for the border of a settlement
5.4.7.2
Rules for the formation of human settlement characteristics
1) The characteristic «Own name, text of inscription» (code 9) is mandatory for the objects «City»
(code 41100000) and «Village» (code 41200000). If the DTM is compiled in a language
different from the main language used in the digitized territory, it is recommended that the
characteristic «Own name, text of inscription in the national language» (code 209) is
additionally formed. This characteristic can be repeated if there are several common variants of
the names for settlements in different languages.
2) For all settlements, the characteristic «Number of inhabitants» (code 38) is indicated in
thousands. For non-residential settlements, the number of residents is assumed to be zero.
3) Characteristics «Social and cultural belonging» (code 39) (for example: a working village, a
village of a state farm, a fishing village) is formed on the basis of additional reference
information only for settlements and parts of the settlement. Characteristic «Politicaladministrative significance» (code 43) is formed only for those settlements that are
administrative centers.
4) If for a settlement it is not possible to determine the exact number of inhabitants, then the
characteristic «Number of inhabitants on a scale» is formed (code 138).
5.4.7.3
Rules for the formation of parts for the settlement
1) Part of the settlement is usually the settlements that are part of the city, as well as located in
isolation from the main part of the village, for example, separated by a major obstacle (river,
etc.).
2) The separately located parts of the settlements are described by the object «Part of the
settlement» (code 45400000) in the following cases: if part of the settlement is removed from
the main part for a distance of at least 250 meters; if the area of the territory (forest, water
surface, etc.) between a part of the settlement (which does not have its own name) and the
population center itself exceeds a third of the area for the separately located part.
3) The code of the described settlement (city, town) and all its characteristics are assigned to the
central (or largest) part. The characteristic «Own name, text of inscription» (code 9) is assigned
to the central and all other parts of the settlement. If a part of the settlement has a name different
from the main part, then two characteristics are formed: «Own name, text of inscription» – for
the name of the settlement and for the name of the part for the settlement.
4) Settlements that are part of cities are described as «Parts of the settlement» (code 45400000)
with the formation of all the characteristics used to describe the settlements of this type (codes
9, 39, 43 and others).
5) Individual buildings that have their own name without specifying a functional purpose (for
example, Belovo) are described by the objects «Individual yards (farms)» (code 42200000).
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5.4.7.4
Rules for the formation of streets
1) In the settlement, streets, thoroughfares and alleys in parks are digitized by the linear object
«Streets (passages)» (code 45220000) with the formation of the characteristic «Type of streets,
roads» (code 40).
The object «Streets» (code 45220000) must pass along the center line of roads located on
streets, lanes, boulevards, thoroughfares. If the roads of the opposite direction on the street,
boulevard or square pass from each other at a distance of more than 50 meters, then on DTM the
object «Streets (passages)» (code 45220000) is formed for each road separately, indicating the
characteristic «Direction of traffic» (code 1104), having the value «One-sided».
Direction of digitizing the street with one-way traffic must coincide with the direction of traffic
along the corresponding road.
If there are streets and squares that are expressed on a map scale, then in addition to extra-scale
(linear) objects, square ones are also digitized.
2) The formation of streets (driveways) can be performed by means for automated interpretation
and vectorization of remote sensing data. After the automatic formation of streets (driveways),
they are assigned the characteristics «Type of streets, roads» (code 40) and others in accordance
with their type.
3) Nodal points are formed between roads that are suitable for settlements and corresponding
streets (passages), which are their continuation. Formation of nodal points can be performed in
automatic mode.
4) The network of streets and roads must be connected and ensure the laying for the route between
any points of the streets (passages).

Figure 45 - Formation of streets (driveways)
5) After completing the street digitization, automatic objects form the objects «Design streets
(passages)» (code 79682000) with the formation of the characteristic «Type of streets, roads»
(code 40). Design objects are formed in the same layer as the streets (driveways).
5.4.7.5
Rules for the formation of blocks in settlements
1) The formation of blocks on DTM is performed using the following types of objects: «Blocks in
populated areas» (code 45100000); «Blocks in large cities» (code 45111000).
2) For these objects the characteristic «Density, type of building blocks» (code 45) is formed.
3) On city plans all blocks are described as «Blocks in populated areas» (code 45100000) with the
formation of the characteristic «Density, type of development of blocks» (code 45).
4) Free (undeveloped) areas within densely built or rarely built blocks are described as internal
contours.
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5) Graphically closed (having a contour) undeveloped areas (wastelands) in populated areas are
described by independent objects with the formation of the characteristic «Density, type of
building blocks» (code 45) with the value «Unfinished».
6) The digital description of settlements with quarterly (block) buildings should satisfy the
following conditions:
- blocks should be digitized by a common massif (along the contour of regular building);
- automatic cutting of blocks into separate objects should be performed along all streets and
passages;
- after automatic cutting of individual blocks, the characteristic «Density, type of building
blocks» (code 45) is assigned according to their type.

Figure 46 - Forming blocks along the center lines of streets
5.4.7.6
Rules for the formation of buildings and structures
1) The formation of buildings and structures on DTM is performed using the following types of
objects:
- «Individual buildings outstanding» (code 44100000);
- «Individual buildings are not outstanding» (code 44200000).
2) Some buildings are outstanding (code 44100000) showing fire-resistant buildings that stand out
among others in height and serve as landmarks.
The remaining structures are displayed by the object «Individual buildings not outstanding»
(code 44200000) with the obligatory formation of the characteristic «Dimensions of
conventional signs for separate buildings» (code 130).
3) Structures which dimensions do not exceed the values established for conventional symbols of
the appropriate scale is described by vector and point objects.
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Figure 47 - Forming the buildings
4) The structures which width corresponds to the value of the width for the standard conventional
sign, and the length exceeds its dimensions, are described by linear objects.
5) Structures, the dimensions for which on the scale of the created map exceed the largest
dimensions for off-scale signs, are shown by area objects.
6) Vector objects of the smallest size (the meaning of the characteristic «The sizes of conventional
signs for individual buildings» – «In settlements and complexes») are used:
- for displaying individual buildings in blocks with dense buildings, distinguished by their size
and the value of a landmark among other buildings;
- to show buildings in blocks with rare buildings;
- for displaying buildings outside blocks;
- for displaying buildings in industrial, agricultural and socio-cultural sites.
Vector objects of the largest size (the value of the characteristic «Dimensions of conventional
signs for individual buildings» – «outside populated areas») are used to show buildings outside
populated areas.
Linear objects are applied:
- for displaying individual buildings in blocks with dense buildings, distinguished by their size
and the value of a landmark among other buildings;
- to show buildings in blocks with rare buildings;
- for displaying buildings outside blocks;
- for displaying buildings in industrial, agricultural and socio-cultural sites;
- for showing buildings outside populated areas.
Point objects are used to show off-scale structures of circular shape.
7) Buildings and structures, expressed in scale and located on the outskirts of the forest, are not
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included in the contour of the vegetation cover.
8) Structures having a designation and a proper name (for example, the winter house Medvezhye)
are described by separate non-evolving structures, only the value of the characteristic «Own
name, text of inscription» (code 9) is formed.
If DTM is compiled in a language different from the main language used in the digitized
territory, it is recommended that the characteristic «Own name, text of inscription in the national
language» (code 209) is additionally formed.
9) Buildings and structures located on the territory of industrial and agricultural enterprises, as well
as socio-cultural objects are described as separate buildings that do not evolve with the
formation of the characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code 247).
10) Buildings that have an appointment without their own name (for example: wintering) are
described by separate non-prototypical buildings. The value of the characteristic «Assignment
of the object» (code 247) is formed in a text form without a reduction. If the inscription refers
for two or more buildings, the characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code 247) is formed
for each object.
5.4.8
5.4.8.1

Creation and renovation of industrial, agricultural and social-cultural facilities
Rules for the formation of industrial, agricultural and social-cultural facilities

5.4.8.1.1 Rules for the formation of complex objects
1) If two or more buildings (structures) have the same kind of objects for the same type (industrial,
agricultural or socio-cultural destination), they are combined in a complex and described as area
objects along the fence line or points of description for the outermost structures (structures).
Also, a complex object is formed, if the kind is not known, but from the context of the image it
follows that the structures (structures) form an object of the same type.
2) Complex object and all objects, its components, are grouped together.
3) When describing complex objects, it is necessarily formed the characteristic «Internal structure
of the object» (code 72) with the value «Complex (compound) object». When describing objects
consisting of a single structure, the characteristic with code 72 with the value «Simple object» is
used. In this case, these objects as buildings are not described again.
4) The classification of complexes as industrial, agricultural or socio-cultural, as well as structures
located on their territory is carried out in accordance with explanatory inscriptions and indirect
signs (for example: for industrial facilities – the presence of pipes, railways, etc.) and additional
information.
5) Complexes of industrial, socio-cultural facilities located within the settlement as a block are not
described. The sides of the complex, completely coinciding with the sides of the block, are
described only as the sides for the streets. If the complex is at least on one side enclosed by a
light fence, then the remaining sides of the complex are described similarly.
6) Residential blocks (of all types of development) located within industrial, agricultural or sociocultural facilities are not included in these objects, but are described twice: independently under
the code of the block and as the internal contour of the object.
7) Buildings and structures located on the territory of industrial and agricultural enterprises, as well
as research, educational, medical institutions are described as separate buildings that do not
evolve with the formation of the characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code 247).
8) Exceptions are buildings and structures that have the meanings of the kind for objects and they
are described by separate objects, for example: «Mouth of the shafts (copra)» (code 51121300),
«Warehouses of the closed type» (code 51212000), «Mosques» (code 53430000), «Depot»
(Code 62110000), etc.
9) Objects depicted by non-scale conventional signs of enterprises with and without pipes, power
plants, are described by the relevant objects and combined into a group with the objects of the
enterprise.
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5.4.8.1.2 Rules for the formation of communications
1) At the intersection or interconnection of similar objects with a linear character of localization
(power lines, communication lines, pipelines), the number of objects should be minimized. In
this case, in separate objects are combined in pairs sections that have a maximum (within 180
degrees) the angle of rotation at the junction.
2) Pipelines are not interrupted by service stations of pipelines. The object «Pipelines» is used for
the description of objects, referred to oil, gas pipelines or product pipelines with the
characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code 247).
3) The pipeline sections, being constructed, are described as corresponding objects with the
formation of the characteristic «State» (code 3) of the value «Under construction» (code 2).
4) Pumping stations, compressor stations, pumping stations located on pipelines are described by
objects of «Pipeline Service Station» (code 51450000) with the formation of the characteristic
«Functional purpose» «code 247».
5) When describing power lines and forming their characteristics, the following should be
considered:
6) The division of power lines into separate objects is made by the magnitude of the voltage, the
type of supports (at the initial points of the objects).
7) If the combined power lines have different voltages, for example, 2 transmission lines – 220 and
110 kV, take the maximum (41 * 220) for the characteristic «Voltage» (code 41) as a
generalized value.
8) The value of the characteristic «Number of transmission lines, pipes, spans» (code 49) for
power lines and pipelines is formed only if there is a combination of objects.
9) Metal and reinforced concrete supports on power lines as independent objects are not described.
10) Underwater cables are described as the object of «Communication lines» (code 51330000) with
the formation of the characteristic «Location relative to the terrestrial (water) surface» (code 35)
with the value «Underwater».
11) For the cable, the characteristic «Own (proper) name» (code 9) is formed if the name of the
settlement to which they are laid is known.

Figure 48 - Example of the separation for linear objects
5.4.8.1.3 Rules for the formation of quarries
1) Quarries that have the area-specific character of localization are described by a closed line
passing along the boundary of the cliff (breaks) and the line of its (their) closing. All breakage
objects are also described as «Cliffs (earthen)» (code 22630000).
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Figure 49 - Example of the quarry formation
2) Pits that are not expressed on a scale, in the presence of a known product of extraction, are
described by the object «Quarry» with a point character of localization.
3) If the quarry consists of one cliff, then the depth should be given only to the object «quarry».
With a lot of cliffs, the depth is obtained by summing up the heights along the «cut» forming the
quarry careers, and assigned to the object «quarry», and the heights are assigned to each object
to which they belong.
4) In the description of quarries for which the product of extraction is known, the value of the
characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code 247) is recorded without abbreviation. For
example: clay, stone, lime, sand, etc.
5) Open salt mines having the area-specific character of localization are described along the
contour of the object.
5.4.8.1.4 Rules for the formation of getting mineral resources by mining method
Area mines (code 51121100) describe complex facilities that have a purpose «mine» or that have
objects associated with the mining of minerals in a closed way. Buildings (structures) that have the
designations of mines, copras, tunnels, pits are described as area or vector objects of «Mouth of the shafts
(copra)» (code 51121300), «The mouth of the main shafts» (code 51121310), «The mouth of the auxiliary
shafts and operational pits» (code 51121320), «Mouth of mines» (code 51121400), respectively.
Separately located buildings (buildings) that have a functional purpose are described as separate
buildings that are not outstanding (code 44200000) with the formation of the characteristic «Assignment
of the object» (code 247).
5.4.8.1.5 Rules for the formation of power plants
1) Located outside the river network of the power plant, for which it is impossible to uniquely
determine the source of energy, are described as «Power plants» (code 51141200).
2) The nature of localization for hydroelectric power stations is determined by the nature of the
localization for the dam. The dam and the building of HPP (hydro-power plant), i.e. (code
3210000) and the fifth (code 51500000) elements of content, respectively, and are associated
with the main object (characteristic code 205).
3) «Power stations», not expressed in the scale of the map, are described by the code 51140000.
5.4.8.1.6 Rules for the formation of warehouses
1) Separately located tanks (gasholders) and buildings with functional purpose «fuel storage» are
described as «Fuel storage» (code 51211100) with point or vector localization character.
2) Warehouses of the open type (code 51211000) describe objects having a functional purpose
«warehouse» and consisting of a fence without buildings or fencing with one vector structure
inside.
3) Warehouses of a closed type (code 51212000) with an area, linear or vector character of
localization describe objects that have a functional purpose «warehouse» and consist of a
complex for buildings with or without fence, or one structure.
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4) The object «Separate tanks, tanks, gasholders» (code 51230000) describes the relevant objects
located both inside the complexes and outside the complexes.
5.4.8.1.7 Rules for the formation of cemeteries
1) Cemeteries with complex structures are described as complex objects.
2) Cemetery sites are described as «Cemeteries with dense woody vegetation» (code 53511000
with a characteristic of 72 with a value of 2) or «Cemeteries without dense woody vegetation»
(code 53512000 with a characteristic of 72 with a value of 2).
3) Alleys, paths, trails on the territory of cemeteries are described in accordance with paragraph
5.3.6.4.
4) Buildings on the territory of the cemetery (with the exception of religious objects – churches
(churches, churches), mosques, Buddhist temples and pagodas), described as separate buildings
that do not evolve with the formation of the characteristic «Assignment of the object» (code
247).
5) Parties of passages (in the absence of fences) are described as «Street side (area, etc.)» (code
45210000).
6) The description «Religious belonging» (code 89) in the semantic description of the objects for
«Cemeteries» is formed only if information is available.
5.4.8.1.8 Rules for the formation of sports facilities
1) The object «Sports facilities» (code 53700000) is used to describe sports facilities, within which
stadiums, sports grounds, rowing canals, indoor sports facilities and other structures (for
example, Luzhniki and Krylatskoye sports complexes) can be located.
2) The object «Sports facilities of the covered type» (code 53720000) describes the individual
buildings that have the appropriate functional purpose.
3) In the description of buildings and structures, the characteristic «Degree of height domination,
the value of the object as a reference point» (code 16) is necessarily formed when information is
available.
5.4.8.1.9 Rules for the formation of sedimentary basins
The object, depicted on the original cartographic material (OCT) by a set of reservoirs, dams and
the functional purpose «sump», is described as a complex object «Sump» (code 51480000), the
characteristic «Internal structure of the object» (code 72) with the value «Complex (composite)», on the
last objects. In addition, water bodies and dams are described by separate objects of «Reservoir» (code
31131000) and «Dams» (code 32130000), respectively.
Settling tanks consisting of only one body for water are also considered as a complex object and
they are described by the objects «Sumps» (code 51480000 with characteristic 72 with a value of 1) and
«Reservoirs» (code 31131000), respectively. In the absence of a water surface, the settling tanks are
described only by the object «Sumps» (code 51480000 with a characteristic of 72 with a value of 2).
5.4.8.1.10 Rules for the formation of airports, aerodromes
The object «Airports, aerodromes» (code 53110000), expressed in the scale of the map, are
complex objects and can consist of runways, special tracks, special. sites for aircraft parking, buildings
and structures for official use, etc. The boundary of such objects is drawn along the boundaries for
«alienation» or along a line passing through the extreme objects of the complex.
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5.4.8.1.11 Rules for the formation the parts of highways equipped for take-off
Road sections equipped for take-off and landing of aircraft are described as area, line or point
objects with the formation of links (characteristic code 298) to the road on which they are located.
The characteristic «Width» (code 11) for the object «Road sections equipped for take-off and
landing of aircraft» (code 53180000) is formed as a product of the characteristics «Width for the covering
of the road (roadway, strip)» (code 46) and «Number of carriageways (lanes)» (code 50) of the road on
which it is located.
5.4.9

Creation and updating of road network facilities and road objects

5.4.9.1
Rules for the formation of road network facilities
Formation of the road network on DTM is carried out using the following types of objects:
- «Railways» (code 61111000);
- «Railways narrow-gauge» (code 61112000);
- «Motorways (freeways)» (code 61210000);
- «Highways with improved coverage (improved highways)» (code 61220000);
- «Roads covered (highway)» (code 61230000);
- «Unpaved roads (improved ground roads)» (code 61310000);
- «Ground roads» (code 61320000);
- «Pedestrian paths, paths, alleys» (code 61420000);
- «Passes» (code 61960000);
- «Road junctions on highways» (code 61970000).
5.4.9.1.1 General rules for the formation of road network
1) When describing roads, the main and minor objects should be correctly formed.
2) Road bridges, tunnels, galleries, dams, fords, etc. (on the road) are not the basis for dividing this
road into separate objects.
3) If roads of the same class are suitable for water distribution devices on irrigation canals on both
sides, such devices are considered to be passable and the road is not interrupted.
4) There are no roads passing through impassable dams.
5) When connecting roads, a common point must be formed.
6) The metric description of roads and railways should be coordinated with the description of
bridges and overpasses (including multi-tiered or on separated spans) when passing roads
through them.
5.4.9.1.2 Rules for the formation of railways
1) The passage of the railway through populated areas, which are depicted by the contour, is not
the basis for the formation of independent objects.
2) In the semantic description of railways, the characteristics «State» (code 3), «Number of tracks»
(code 51) and «Type of traction (engine)» (code 54) are mandatory. The characteristic «Width»
(code 11) is formed when information is available.
5.4.9.1.3 Rules for the formation of highways
1) Roads within populated areas are not described if they continue on the street.
2) If it is not possible to unambiguously identify streets (through thoroughfares) in the locality that
can connect suitable roads, the roads are described without breaks.
3) Nodal points are formed between roads that approach the settlements, the outline of the
settlement and the corresponding streets, and if the roads pass to the streets inside the village,
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then between roads and the outline of the settlement, as well as roads and streets that are their
continuation.
4) The road with the number does not divide into independent objects when passing through the
intersection.
5) The appearance of the road with a compound number as a result of the junction for two or more
roads (including various classes) with numbers, it is the basis for the formation of independent
objects.
6) The intersection of roads at the same level, including roads for different classes, it is not a
reason for their rupture.

Figure 50 - Examples of the road formation
7) In the semantic description of highways, the characteristics «State» (code 3) and «Width» (code
are mandatory. Characteristics «Territorial belonging» (code 44), «Coverage width, passage»
(code 46), «Number of ways» (code 50), «Covering material» (code 55), «Road number» (code
are formed when availability of information.
If the objects have several road numbers, then the two characteristics «Road number» (code 53) are
formed.
5.4.9.1.4 Rules for the formation of unpaved roads
1) If the width of the ground (dirt) roads is known (in places where travel is possible only along the
road – in the forest, in the swamp, in the mountainous terrain), then the width value is filled in
the characteristic «Width» (code 11).
2) Tractor roads are described as «Field and forest roads» (code 61330000), except for cases when
indirect signs indicate that this road is a winter road (for example: the road passes along the area
rivers or swamps).
3) In the semantic description of unpaved roads, the characteristics «Width» (code 11),
«Availability period» (code 31) «Method of possible movement» (58) are formed when
information is available.
4) Footpaths and alleys in parks and cemeteries are described by the objects «Pedestrian paths,
paths, alleys» (code 61420000).
5) The object «Major passes» (code 61960000) describes the passes on important roads through
large ridges.
6) In the semantic description of the passes, the characteristics «Absolute hight» (code 4), «Own
(proper) name» (code 9), «Availability period» (code 31) are formed when information is
available.
7) Transport interchanges are described by a vector object. When crossing (adjoining) roads at the
junction, a common junction point is formed.
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Figure 51 - Example for the formation of a traffic junction, not expressed in map scale
5.4.9.2
Rules for the formation of road facilities
Formation of road structures on DTM is carried out with the help of the following types for objects:
- «Stations of all classes» (code 62131000);
- «Entrances, stopping and overtaking points» (code 62136000);
- «Parking for motorways and highways with improved coverage» (code 62230000);
- «Bridges and overpasses (viaducts)» (code 62315000);
- «Bridges for pedestrians» (code 62317000);
- «Bridges through minor obstacles and pipes culvert» (code 62318000);
- «Tunnels» (code 62331000);
- «Mounds» (code 62350000);
- «Notches» (code 62360000).
5.4.9.2.1 Rules for the formation of stations for all classes
1) «Stations of all classes» (code 62131000), not expressed in the scale of the map, are vector
objects and are described by two points along the center line of the road. In the variant of the
image for the main station building on the side of the tracks, the direction of the digital
description is selected in such way that this image is on the left. If the main station building is
located between paths or its location is unknown, the direction of the digital description is
arbitrary.
2) The characteristic «Own name» (code 9) for stations is formed, if the object has its own name.
5.4.9.2.2 Rules for the formation of road intersections, stopping and overtaking points
1) The objects «Entrances, stopping and overtaking points» (code 62136000) are vector objects
and are described by two points along the center line of the road.
2) The characteristic «Own (proper) name» (code 9) for traveling, stopping and overtaking points
is formed if the object has its own name.
5.4.9.2.3 Rules for the formation of motorway parking on highways and highways with improved
coverage
1) The objects of «Parking on motorways and highways with improved coverage» (code
62230000) with the vector character for the localization are described by two points along the
center line of the road.
2) If the parking dimensions exceed 2 mm2, then it is described by the area object.
3) Parking places with a linear character of localization are described by a sequence of coordinates
for the points of the axial line for the conventional sign. In this case, the first and last points for
the object are located on the axis of the road.
4) In all cases, parking is accompanied by the inscription «P».
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Figure 52 - Example of the formation for parking of vehicles on highways
5.4.9.2.4 Rules for the formation of bridges and overpasses
1) Bridges are road structures that serve to cross roads through hydrographic objects, including, if
they simultaneously serve and pass roads one above the other. The remaining bridge passages
are overpasses (viaducts).
2) In the semantic description of bridges, the characteristics «Relative altitude» (code 1), «Length»
(code 2), «Maximum height» (code 6), «Construction material» (code 10), «Width» (code 11),
«Carrying capacity» (code 12), «Coverage width, of the way» (code 46), «Passage height»
(code 87) are formed when information is available.
5.4.9.2.5 Rules for the formation of pedestrian bridges
1) Bridges intended for the movement of pedestrians are formed on DTM by the object «Bridges
pedestrian» (code 62317000).
2) In the semantic description of bridges, the characteristics «Relative height» (code 1), «Length»
(code 2), «Construction material» (code 10), «Width» (code 11), «Passage height» (code 87) if
information is available.
5.4.9.2.6 Rules for the formation of bridges through minor obstacles and pipes of culvert
1) Objects «Bridges through minor obstacles and water pipes» (code 62318000) are formed on
DTM for bridges across rivers, canals and other obstacles of less than 3 m in width, as well as
for structures in the form of pipes on roads and railways serving to pass water under the
roadway.
2) In the semantic description of bridges through minor obstacles and pipes, the crosstalk
characteristic «Location» (code 84) is mandatory.
5.4.9.2.7 Rules for the formation of tunnels
1) Road tunnels on DTM are all formed.
2) Tunnels are used to form tunnels (code 62331000).
3) In the semantic description of tunnels, the characteristic «Location» (code 84) is mandatory.
Characteristics «Relative height» (code 1), «Length» (code 2), «Own (proper) name» (code 9),
«Width» (code 11), «Passage height» (code 87) are formed when information is available.
5.4.9.2.8 Rules for the formation of embankments and excavations
1) Mounds are formed as linear objects along the center line of the road by the object «Mounds»
code 62350000). The recesses are formed as linear objects along the center line of the road by
the object «Excavation» (code 62360000).
2) The recesses, located from the road with a different indentation, are formed by the object
«Ground clefts (artificial)» (code 22630000).
3) Fills and grooves with varying slope width or significant deflection relative to the edge of the
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road (for depressions) are described as area objects.
4) The intersection of embankments with bridges (with the vector character of localization),
bridges through minor obstacles and culverts are not grounds for dividing them into independent
objects.
5) In the semantic description of embankments and depressions, the characteristics «Location of
the object» (code 57), «Method of possible movement» (code 8) are mandatory. The
characteristic «Relative height» is formed when information is available.
5.4.9.2.9 Rules for the formation of interest dots
1) Points of interest are formed for performing navigation tasks on additional and reference
materials.
2) Points of interest may include objects of roadside infrastructure (petrol stations, parking lots
and parking lots, service stations, food outlets, hotels and motels), traffic information (warning
and prohibitory signs, direction signs, interchanges and travel plans) , as well as information
about tourist sites.
3) The metric of objects for points of interest should correspond to DTM taking into account the
rules of digital description in terms of generalization for objects.
4) Semantic characteristics of objects for points of interest (address data, name, information about
services) are formed by additional and reference materials.
5.4.10

Creation and updating of vegetation and soil objects

5.4.10.1 Rules for the formation of vegetation and soil objects
The following basic provisions are taken into account in the description of vegetation cover objects:
1) As a boundary of vegetation cover objects and grounds that have a local character of
localization, a line of boundaries for natural or artificial objects with the area character of
localization or the axis line of such objects with a linear character for localization is adopted.
For example, for a forest massif adjacent to a road or river (with a linear character of
localization), the boundary is the axial line of the indicated objects on the contiguous section.

Figure 53 - Example forрис.
the 3.30
formation of a forest massif
2) In the description of vegetation and soil objects located in separate groups, a line encompassing
the marginal objects is taken outside the boundaries of the sections. When carrying out the
boundary line, the actual position of the contours coinciding with the natural boundaries (the
shores of the seas, lakes, rivers, ravines, cliffs, etc.) is taken into account.
3) In the absence of an area object (swamp, sands and others) for a solid contour, its boundary is
the line passing along the last elements of the filling of the object. The boundary is described by
a smooth line.
4) Fillers of conditional signs as independent objects are not described.
5) For forests, the difference in characteristics, (for example, the height of the stand), is not a basis
for isolating independent objects.
6) The internal contours of vegetation cover and soils are described taking into account the
following rules:
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water bodies, blocks (regardless of their area) for populated areas in the areas of vegetation
cover and soils are described as internal contours of the latter;
- the contour of the vegetation cover does not include rivers and canals, which are expressed on a
map scale and cross the area of the vegetation cover. The shoreline of such rivers and canals is
taken as the outer boundary of the vegetation cover.
7) When describing the vegetation cover objects, the characteristic «Type of vegetation» (code 62)
(for example, coniferous, deciduous, lichen, etc.) is used. The values of the characteristics
«Vegetation type» and «Vegetation kind» are formed taking into account the following rules:
- if information indicating the type and type of vegetation is absent, none of the characteristics is
formed;
- if the type of vegetation is known (coniferous, deciduous, mixed with the predominance of
coniferous or deciduous vegetation), and the vegetation is not specified, only the characteristic
«Type of vegetation» is formed;
- if there is information indicating the type and type of vegetation, then both characteristics are
formed.
8) If there are several types of vegetation and / or ground within the same contour, the boundary of
this contour is taken as the boundary for each of the vegetation types (grounds). With a local
distribution of several species for vegetation and / or soils within the general contour, the line
passing through the extreme elements of the object is taken as the boundary for each the
vegetation types (grounds). In this case, the areas of objects can overlap.
объект 3
объект 2

объект
1

рис. 3.32
Figure 54 - Example for the formation of objects
with a local distribution for several species of
vegetation

9) Characteristics «Own (proper) name» (code 9) of forests, marshes, sands, salt ground is formed
when information is available.
10) Cemeteries with vegetation located in the forest are not distinguished by clearing, and the
forests located on the outskirts are included in the contour of the forest. The object «Cemeteries
with vegetation» is described as an independent object.
11) Vegetation located in villages and country type settlements, garden and garden areas, is
described as «Fruit and Citrus Gardens» (code 71123000) with information, other than «Woody
vegetation» (code 71100000).
12) Vegetation, when it can not be referred to a specific type of vegetation in urban settlements and
parks, is described as «Woody vegetation» (code 71100000). In this case, parks are described by
an independent object «Places of rest and entertainment (parks, etc.)» (code 53890000).
13) Narrow forest belts, protective forest stands – objects with a linear character of localization are
described as an object «High thick forest» and «Forest growth», depending on the height of the
stand. Less than 4 m – thickets of forest; more than 4 m or if the height is not specified, and it
can not be determined from the context – the forest, and specified by a sequence of coordinates
for the points of the center line passing through the geometric centers of the object.
14) Woody and shrubby vegetation along roads, streets, rivers is described as «Woody vegetation»
(code 71100000) and «Shrubs usual» (code 71211200).
15) Narrow bands of meadow vegetation stretched along streams along ravines and ravines are
described by corresponding area objects (code 71314000) forming a smooth curve as the
boundary of the object.
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16) The clearings, which boundaries are the contour of the vegetation cover, are not singled out as
independent objects.
17) The clearings in the forest, expressed on a scale, are described as area objects, but the forest
does not divide the independent objects into separate ones and does not distinguish the internal
contour. Prosecutions with objects passing through them are not combined into a group.
18) Object «Glade» (code 71630000) describes objects expressed on the map scale and objects
completely located within the map sheet that are not described by other objects (settlements,
ponds, marshes, other vegetation types and soils) and located in vegetation cover with a
background color, namely:
- forests (dense tall, undersized);
- tree-bearing forests and forest nurseries;
- windbreaks;
- bushes;
- saxaul;
- stlanica;
- bamboo thickets.
19) The object «Glade» is not described if an area object or several vegetation objects are
represented by filling signs without a background fill, for example, separate groups of shrub or
saxaul. In this case, only the inner contour of the vegetation object is formed. Objects «Glade»,
which as a result of dividing the forest massif by technological necessity are a part of the
external contours for forest areas, are not described as independent objects.
20) Lawns are described by the object «Lawns and flowerbeds» (code 71325000), and individual
trees and bushes on lawns are described by independent objects with a point character of
localization.
21) Passing swamps and salt grounds are described as area objects, while some generalization is
allowed.
22) Unification of impassable swamps and salt grounds is not allowed.
5.4.11

Creating and updating border and fence objects

5.4.11.1 Rules for the formation of borders
1) The objects «Line of political and administrative borders» (code 81110000) and «Other
boundaries» (code 81200000) describe the true position of the border.
2) Boundaries passing by land and not coinciding with linear objects of the terrain, as well as
passing through large water bodies, are shown by a conventional sign without breaks, and the
centerline of the conventional sign corresponds to the actual position for the boundary.
3) Borders passing along the channel or along the middle of the river are shown between the
coastlines by a conventional sign without a break and, consequently, the centerline of the
conventional sign corresponds to the actual position for the border.
4) Borders pass along the fairway or in the middle of the area rivers and are shown between the
coastlines by a conventional sign with the preservation of bends and turns. Similarly described
are the boundaries that pass through large water areas (seas, reservoirs, lakes).
5) If it is not possible to conduct an unambiguous line of the political-administrative border (for
example, the presence of islands on the line), the description for the border is made in
accordance with the instructions of the editorial and technical guidelines (ETG).
6) Clarification and change of the status of state borders is made on the basis of the editorial and
technical guidelines (ETG).
7) When connecting the boundaries of the same political-administrative value, the border sections
between the points of their connection are described as separate objects.
8) In the characteristic «Own name, text of inscription» (code 9), the sequence for recording the
names of units for political and administrative division of territories is made depending on the
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type of boundaries, taking into account the following rules:
for the state border of the text in the characterization of «own name, text captions (inscription)»
(Code 9) is written in uppercase (capital) letters (without cuts), for example: RUSSIABELARUS REPUBLIC.
- for the boundary between units of the same order, the record is made according to the rule:
«from left to right and from top to bottom», separating the «–» with each other; text is written in
lower case letters, while abbreviations are allowed only in words like «region», «republic» and
«district». For example: Resp. Dagestan-Rep. Kalmykia; Vladimir Region of Moscow Region;
- for boundaries between objects of different sequence of the first, the name of a higher order unit
is fixed without indicating the unit of the lowest order of its territorial occurrence.
9) The objects «Ancient historical walls» are described by a sequence of coordinates for the points
of the center line for the object.
-

Figure 55 - Example of formation for objects of the ancient historical walls
10) Separation of objects into polar circles and the tropics is performed depending on their location
in latitude or the title of the name. Polar circles – 66d 33m 38.6s north and south latitudes.
Tropics – 23d 26m 21.4s north and south latitudes.
11) The characteristic «Own name» (code 9) forms an appropriate value (for example: «The Arctic
Circle» or «The Southern Tropic»).
5.4.12 Creating and updating the inscriptions for cartographic objects
Inscriptions of geographical names that can not be created from the semantics of objects (names of
ridges, tracts, etc.) are created at the stage of creating or updating a digital map or plan.
Explanatory inscriptions for qualitative and quantitative characteristics are formed only if this is
stipulated by the requirements of the technical assignment for the performance of work. If it is necessary,
perform automated inscription generation.
To do this, use the search and highlighting tools to select all objects on the map that require
inscriptions and have the corresponding semantics, and execute the procedure «Building inscriptions for
object semantics» or «Creating the object's inscription from the semantics of the object (arbitrary
contour)».
When performing the procedure «Building inscriptions on the semantics of objects» remember:
- inscriptions are created from objects previously allocated on the map;
- inscription is created on the same map as the allocated object (several maps can be added in the
current document);
- if the objects are allocated simultaneously on several user maps, after clicking the button
«Execute» only the objects of the current (selected) map are processed. In one session (without
closing the dialog), you can consistently process several maps;
- processed (placed in the list of maps) only maps available for processing (there is no prohibition
on editing), on which there are selected objects;
- only point, linear, vector and area objects are processed. For objects that have more than one
point in the metric (linear, vector, area), the object's inscription along the coordinate X, Y, B, L
or H is formed from the coordinates of the first metric point.
Immediately after the operation, the procedure dialog box remains open, but the result of the
procedure is displayed on the map. It is possible to repeat the procedure with another map or other
parameters, or reject the result of the previous procedure.
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If the option «Set links during processing» is enabled, a reference to the object to be subscribed is
added to the semantics of the inscription to be created, and a inscription reference is added to the
semantics of the object to be subscribed.
The mode «Creating the object inscription from the text of object semantics (arbitrary contour)» is
intended for applying the inscriptions of objects, if the text of the inscription is contained as a semantic
characteristic of this object. Inscriptions are applied to the map where the object is selected.
The type of the inscription is specified or selected from:
- semantics of the object, if in the semantics of the object code (in the map classifier) there is a
reference to the type of the inscription;
- dialog for selecting the kind of object, if in the semantics of the object code (in the map
classifier);
- there is no link to the inscription type.
By default, the text of the inscription is selected from the semantic characteristic, for which a
reference to the type of the inscription exists in the map classifier (if there are several such characteristics,
it is suggested to select a characteristic from the list). If in the semantics of the object there are no
characteristics with reference to the type of inscription, it is suggested to select a semantic characteristic
from the list of all semantics existing for this object.
After selecting the object and confirming the text of the inscription, it is necessary to specify the
location of the inscription by two points.
As the inscription, the semantics of interest is selected. The font of the inscriptions is selected in
accordance with conventional symbols for the relevant map scale.
5.4.12.1 Rules for the formation of inscriptions for cartographic objects
1) Inscriptions of cartographic objects for digital maps are described similarly to other objects, i.e.
they have a digital metric and semantic description.
2) Depending on the composition of the inscription elements and their relative location, the
inscriptions are divided into simple and complex.
Simple inscriptions include inscriptions located along a single line (a straight line or a curve),
while its individual elements (letters, words) can be located between each other both standardly
and separately, as well as inscriptions in several lines.
Complex inscriptions in the form of fractions are a group of logically interrelated elements of
the inscription, including graphic symbols and a fraction line.
3) The inscription is one independent object, regardless of its structure. Each non-standard element
of the inscription is its sub-object and has its own metric description.
4) Recording of metric information characterizes the location of the inscription as a whole or each
non-standard element located. In this case, the inscription metric can be represented by any
number of points (from 1 to N), and the location of each non-standard located element is the
coordinates for one or two points.
For example, a coordinate description of the inscription (the inscription element), placed
horizontally, is represented by a single point located in the lower left corner of its first symbol.
The coordinate description of the inscription (the inscription element) located obliquely along a
straight line is represented by two points.
A coordinate description of the inscription located in several lines, to a discharge or along a curve is
represented by a set of coordinates for one or several points that determine the location of its elements.
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Figure 56 - Example of the coordinate descriptions for inscriptions
5.5 Quality control and data correction
The quality control of the created and updated DTM is carried out using a program designed to
verify the quality of digital maps in format SXF for the selected control scheme. Issuance of reports on
the results for the program is carried out in format HTML or DOC (MS Word).
To verify the quality of DTM, the following main monitoring steps are performed:
- control of the structure for the source files of the map;
- general control of the map;
- control of absolute heights;
- control of a summary for adjacent sheets;
- viewing the results of the control.
5.5.1
Control of the structure for the source files of the map
Control of the structure for the source files of the map is intended to verify the structural integrity of
the source data. The task is performed in automatic mode when importing from the exchange format SXF
(TXF). The task includes the following types of control:
- control of passport data;
- control the recording length of object metrics;
- control the length of the recording for object semantics;
- control the recording length of the graphic description for objects;
- calculation and verification of the checksum (SXF).
Error messages are displayed and recorded in the protocol. This control is performed automatically
when opening each SXF file at processing it in the quality control program of DTM or in GIS Panorama.
5.5.2
General control of the map
The general control of the map is designed to verify the structural integrity for digital data, the
completeness and quality of the metric and semantic descriptions for objects, and perform automatic
correction of detected errors. The task is executed in automatic mode.
The types of control for the digital map are allocated to the following groups:
- the structural control of data (control of the passport for the map, metric information, semantic
information, graphic information, the presence of unacceptable objects);
- the control of the passport for the map sheet (correspondence of geodetic and rectangular
coordinates, nomenclature and sheet coordinates, correctness of constant projection);
- the control of metrics (control of linear and area objects on degeneracy, size of objects, closure
of contours of area and linear objects, direction of digitization of area objects and their subobjects,
- outputs to the sheet frame, double points);
- the control of semantics (control of the presence of mandatory characteristics, the presence of
unacceptable characteristics, the correctness of the values for characteristics);
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the topological control of data (control of self-intersections, sub-object input, duplication of
unique object numbers and objects by metric, presence of discontinuities in objects, presence of
linear objects that do not have continuation, coordination of water levels and hydrographic
objects, the presence of nodal points and abandoned end points for objects, intersections objects
with each other, object mismatch);
the additional types of control (detection of spaces at the end of words, lack of height
coordinates).

Error messages are recorded in the protocol. Errors can be viewed in the control log or printed as a
report document.
5.5.3
Control of the absolute heights
The control of absolute heights is designed to control the absolute heights of objects and the depths
of the isobaths for the digital map sheet. It is carried out only in the case specified in the editorial and
technical guidelines (ETG), when creating a linear description of the relief. The task includes the
following types of control:
- checking the compliance of thickened, basic and additional contours with the height of the relief
section;
- control of the absolute heights for DTM sheet with a constant section height;
- control of the absolute heights for DTM sheet with a variable section height;
- control of DTM sheet isobaths at specified depths;
- additional control over vertical profiles;
- control of heights with discharge (if there is a discharge of contours on the sheet being
inspected);
- control of direction for digitizing additional contours;
- control without the direction of digitization.
Control of absolute heights should be carried out only after controlling the semantics and metrics
for the objects included in the general control of the map. The semantics of high-rise objects must contain
mandatory semantics ABSOLUTE HEIGHT. The metric of linear objects (contour lines, isobaths) should
not contain double points, loops (self-intersections), sub-objects and should consist of two or more points.
5.5.4
Control of the summary for adjacent sheets
The control of the summary for adjacent sheets is designed to control and correct the
correspondence of the contours for objects on the borders of adjacent sheets for digital maps.
The task can be performed in two modes:
- control of the coordination for objects;
- editing the metrics of objects that have a continuation on adjacent sheets.
In the reconciliation control mode, the task performs only monitoring of the summary for objects
without correcting metric information. This mode can be used to check the quality of a summary for
objects.
In full volume (monitoring and editing) this type of control is performed in the application task
«Summary of adjacent sheets» in GIS Panorama.
Control for the summary of objects and editing the metrics is performed only for those objects that
have the same set of semantic characteristics, excluding service characteristics (creation date, reference to
another object, etc.).
When objects are coordinated, it is performed the calculation of the position for common points on
the sheet boundary lines passing through the geographic grid (and not on the sheet frame). This ensures
correct coordination of maps' sheets located in different zones (areas).
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5.5.5
Viewing the results of control
The results of the control are displayed in the error log.
The log contains a list of detected errors. It is equipped with the navigation tools for this list
(forward, backward, show the current error, etc.). Moving through the list of errors, it is possible to
analyze the results of the control performed (the object to which the current error corresponds is marked
on the map for analysis automatically). The composition of the error list can be configured using the error
filter.
The monitoring results are executed in the map editor mode «Results of control» (Monitoring
results) in GIS Panorama.
5.5.6
Sequence of execution
Quality control of DTM is carried out in accordance with the selected control scheme, recorded in a
binary file containing a list of control types and control parameters.
Before carrying out the program, it is necessary to prepare a control scheme. The name of the
control scheme file must include the name of the classifier. All kinds of controls are added to the chart
sequentially with the configuration of the composition for the objects being processed. For each type of
control, a conditional name is introduced.
The sequence of the program:
- run the program;
- add processed map files;
- select the catalog of reporting documents (DOC-files);
- select the monitoring scheme (CXM-file);
- select the classifier (RSC file);
- perform the control of map quality.
At the end of the program, report files with monitoring results for each map will be stored in the
report documents folder.
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THE LIST OF CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLS, TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
GDB

-

geospatial data base

BMD

-

base of metadata

ETG

-

editorial and technical guidelines

GIS

-

geoinformation system

GSD

-

geospatial data

RSE

-

remote sensing of the Earth

ICS

-

information cartographic support

IS

-

information support

SGPI

-

a set of geospatial information

NS

-

nomenclature sheet

OOD

-

the object-oriented database

OOM

-

the object-oriented model

OODB

-

the object-oriented database

PECM

-

personal electronic computing machine

WDD

-

working design documentation

ETG

-

editorial and technical guidelines

DES

-

data exchange systems

SS

-

special software

DBMS

-

a database management system

DM

-

a digital map

DMR

-

a digital matrix of relief

DTM

-

a digital topographic map

GIS

-

Geographic Information System

GML

-

Geography Markup Language

PHP

-

PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor

RGB

-

a color model (the abbreviation of English words: red, green, blue)

NDVI

-

(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) – vegetative index for different
types of surface

Attribute

-

is the name-value pair contained in the element [ISO 19136: 2007]

Attributive data

-

is a piece of data that characterizes the properties of spatial objects
(except for information about their spatial location)

Database

-

is a collection of data organized in accordance with certain rules and
maintained in computer memory, characterizing the current state of a
certain domain and used to meet the information needs of the user. The
basis of the database is the data model

Basic spatial objects

-

are digital data on the most used objects of the terrain, which differ in the
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stability of the spatial position in time and serving as a basis for
positioning other spatial objects
Geo-coverage

-

is a scheme of the availability of geospatial information, performed in
specified conventional signs

Geoportal

-

is a mean for access to distributed network resources of spatial data and
geo-services located in the Internet environment

Geoservice

-

is the ability of a geoportal user to perform any actions on spatial data

Boundaries

-

are a set that contains limitations of some entity [ISO 19136: 2007]

The unitary
electronic
cartographic basis

-

is a digital cartographic image that is the backbone (substrate) for
combining with the image of other spatial data or creating spatial data

Identification

-

is the process of assigning a unique value to the attribute of the object that
does not coincide with any other value of this attribute from other objects

Coordinate data

-

is a piece of data that characterizes information about the spatial location
of objects

Metadata

-

data about the data [ISO 19115: 2003], data describing the content,
volume, position in space, quality and other characteristics of spatial data

The data model

-

is a fixed system of concepts and rules for representing the structure,
state, and dynamics of a problem area in a database

The data set

-

is an identifiable collection of data [ISO 19115: 2003]

The object-oriented
database

-

is a database in which data is modeled as object models, including
application programs that are controlled by external events. Such database
is usually recommended for cases where it is required high-performance
processing of data having a complex structure

Spatial data

-

are digital terrain data and geographic and anthropogenic objects located
on it, including information on their location, form and properties,
presented in the coordinate-time system

The spatial object

-

is a digital model for material or abstract object of the real or virtual
world, with an indication of the identifier, the nature of the localization,
the positioning of the object and its attributive data

Relational database

-

is a database based on a relational data model

DBMS

-

is a set of software and linguistic tools for general and special purposes,
providing management of the creation and using of databases

Server

-

(software) software that receives requests from customers

Server

-

(hardware) – a computer dedicated to performing certain service functions

The data dictionary

-

is a list of data describing the semantic content and form for the
representation of entities and metadata elements, the rules for filling them,
as well as a set of possible values for metadata elements [ISO 19115:
2003]

The essence of
metadata

-

is a set of metadata elements that describe the same aspect of the data
[ISO 19115: 2003]

Schema

-

is a collection of schema components within a single target namespace
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[ISO 19136: 2007]
The metadata
element

-

is a discrete metadata unit [ISO 19115: 2003]

Unified resource
locator (URL)

-

is a standardized string of characters indicating the location of the
resource on the Internet [ISO 19115: 2003]

PHP

-

is a scripting programming language used to develop web applications

WEB-publication

-

is a form of data representation for display on the Internet

ISO

-

is an international non-governmental organization engaged in the
development of international standards and cooperation in the field of
standardization
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